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A b stract

The oceanic surface boundary layer is of great im portance and interest as 

its dynamics provides for the exchange of energy, m om entum , heat and m atter be

tween the atm osphere and the ocean. It is crucial to have a thorough understanding 

of physical processes that might have a significant influence on its properties zmd 

variability. In this study 1 consider several different facets of mixed layer/boundary 

layer dynamics.

One aspects concerns the consequences of the nonlinearity of the equation 

of s ta te  in mixed layer models. The nonlinearity of the equation of sta te  gives 

rise to a term  in the averaged surface buoyancy flux which can be comparable in 

m agnitude to other terms. Its m agnitude is shown to be proportional to the area 

enclosed by the seasonal cycle of sea-surface tem perature T  versus the oceanic heat 

content 1-L. The term  always represents a buoyancy input into the ocean and is 

com pensated exactly by the buoyancy loss via cabbeling (densification on mixing) 

whenever the mixed layer entrains water w ith different properties from below.

Another problem of interest is the role of the coherent wind-induced vor

tices, commonly known as Langmuir circulation, in generating the surface mixed 

layer. A simple param eterization of the m ixing due to Langmuir circulation is 

examined in the light of an oceanic dataset. Some evidence for the validity of the 

param eterization is found, thus drawing a tten tion  to Langmuir’s assertion th a t 

Langmuir circulation is one of the key physical processes in the oceanic boundary 

layer.
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The th ird  aspect of surface boundary layer dynamics explored is the mean 

effect on m ixed layer entrainm ent of periodic vertical movement of isopycnals in 

the therm o d in e  due to non-breaking internal waves (referred to as heaving). Sea

sonal model runs incorporating idealized heaving show th a t heaving can produce 

significant seasonal differences in sea-surface tem perature compared to a reference 

case without heaving. It is inferred th a t by periodically stretching and compressing 

the mixed layer, heaving causes instabilities that result in additional entrainm ent 

of colder w ater from below. A heaving num ber is proposed, and two parame- 

terizations of heaving for use in mixed layer models are suggested.
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I. Introduction

C h a p ter  1

In troduction

1 .1  M o tiv a t io n  a n d  o u t lin e

Oceanic and atm ospheric variability fascinates with its complexity on any 

tem poral and spatial scale. The oceanic surface boundary layer^ is of particular 

im portance and interest, as its dynamics provides for the exchange of energy, mo

m entum , heat and m atter between the atm osphere and the ocean. Its seasonal 

variability controls the exchange of heat with the thermocline. The properties 

and dynamics of the mixed layer influence chemical and biological processes in the 

ocean: almost all biological activity takes place in the upper layer of the ocean. 

Mixed layer dynamics governs the sea-surface tem perature and thus the fluxes of 

heat, m oisture, and gases to the atmosphere; it is one of the m ost im portant factors 

determ ining climate.

Consequently, it is crucial to have a thorough understanding of physical 

processes th a t m ight have a signiflcant influence on the properties and variability 

of th e  surface boundary layer. In this study I consider several different facets of 

mixed layer/boundary layer dynamics.

^The terms “oceanic surface boundary layer” , “surface boundary layer” , “surface mixed layer” , and 
“mixed layer” may be used interchangeably in tliis study. They denote the surface layer o f water of quasi
uniform temperature, salinity, and buoyancy/density, but may also include th e underlying thermocline 
depending on context. In the latter case, the term “boundary layer” is usually preferred.
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One of the aspects I look at pertains to the  consequences of the nonlinearity 

of the equation of sta te  in mixed layer models. As noted by G arrett et al. (1993) 

for the M editerraneaji Sea, the  nonlinearity of th e  equation of state gives rise to  an 

additional term  in the averaged surface buoyancy flux which can be comparable in 

m agnitude to  the other term s. The term always represents a buoyancy input into 

the ocean even when the annual mean heat flux is zero, so a compensating buoyancy 

loss over the seasonal cycle m ust occur, via cabbeling (densification on mixing) 

whenever the mixed layer entrains water with different properties from below. A 

simple representation of the magnitude of this term  is derived, relating it to the 

the seasonal cycle of sea-surface tem perature versus the oceanic heat content 

and general properties of the seasonal cycle of versus H  are discussed^.

A nother problem in this area of interest is the role of the coherent wind- 

induced vortices, commonly known as Langmuir circulation, in establishing and 

maintaining the surface mixed layer. Following up work by Li and G arrett (1997) 

on a simple param eterization of the mixing due to Langmuir circulation from which 

a Langmuir circulation criterion was derived for use in bulk mixed layer models, 1 

collaborated with the authors to verify their form ulation by directly examining an 

oceanic dataset, looking for mixed layer deepening events th a t did not appear to be 

caused by shear instability a t the base of the mixed layer but were predicted with 

the new criterion. Implications for seasonal and daytim e ocean restratification are 

also discussed".

^This reseajTch was published as Zahariev and Garrett (1997). 
^This research was published as Li, Zahariev, and Garrett (1995).
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The th ird  aspect of surface boundary layer dynamics I explore is the mean 

effect on m ixed layer entrainment of periodic isopycnal up-down movement in the 

thermocline due to non-breaking internal waves (henceforth referred to as “heav

ing”). Model output, such as sea-surface tem perature, from one-dimensional mixed 

layer models shows that models are sensitive to the vaiue of background diffusiv

ity iifyg used below the mixed layer, in the thermocline. It is thus im portant to 

estabhsh w hether represents mixing processes in the thermocline or is a proxy 

for processes om itted  from the models. One such process is isopycnal heaving. I 

examine the  sensitivity of the mean entrainment rate to the heaving at the base of 

the mixed layer by considering a modification of the Price et al. (1986) mixed layer 

model tha t allows for periodic isopycnal displacement superimposed on the other 

variabihty. Results from seasonal runs with this model and idealized forcing are 

presented, along with estimates of the equivalent background diffusivity. A heav

ing num ber to characterize heaving is proposed, and two param eterizations of 

heaving for use in mixed layer models are suggested.

1.2 T h e  o c e a n ic  surface b o u n d a ry  layer

1 .2 .1  O v e rv iew

The ocean typically manifests a surface boundary layer in which turbulent 

mixing driven from above by surface ffuxes of buoyancy and m om entum  and from 

below by shear a t the base of the layer creates a quasi-uniform stratification within 

it. Thus it is conventionally referred to as a “mixed layer” , although observations 

frequently reveal the existence of velocity shear within the layer (e.g. Davis et
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al. (1981a), Weller and Plueddem ann (1996)) indicating im perfect mixing an d /o r 

the presence of organized structures (e.g. Smith et al. (1987)).

Throughout the course of a year, the mixed layer executes a characteristic 

seaaonal cycle, varying its thickness in response to the forcing. In the winter, it 

deepens because of heat loss at the surface; in the spring progressively shallower 

mixed layers are formed under conditions of net ocean heating un til a  new seasonal 

thermocline is form ed for the year. On top of this variability, each diurnal period 

a shallow mixed layer m ay be formed in the daytime because of strong penetrating 

solar heating, deepening at night back to its seasonal depth. T he depth  of mixing 

can also vary w ith geographical location. Especially in the w inter, it could be as 

little as 50 m etres in the  subtropics and as much as 500 m etres or more in the 

northern North A tlantic ocean.

This study focuses on the m id-latitude mixed layer, away from equatorial 

and polar regions. Moreover, it considers open ocean conditions away from lateral 

boundaries and horizontal variability, so that a one-dimensional (1-D) model in 

the vertical of local forcing and response can be adequately applied. In addition, 

salinity/freshw ater variability is not considered.

1 .2 .2  F orcin g

The oceanic surface boundary layer is forced by fluxes o f heat, m om entum , 

and freshwater.

The upper ocean gains heat by absorption of solar rad iation  in the  daytim e, 

and (normally) loses heat from th e  surface due to turbulent transfer via sensible 

and latent heat heat fluxes, and due to long-wave radiation.
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The sensible heat flux

Q h  ~  P a P p a ^  ^  ’ ( 1-1)

where are air density and specific heat, respectively, results from  a turbu

lent transfer of heat to/from  the  atmosphere, depending on the sign of the  surface 

tem perature difference between the atm osphere and the ocean. Since th e  air turbu

lence near the surface is largely caused by shear, the rate of sensible heat transfer 

depends also on wind speed. Thus, on dimensional grounds, is param eterized 

by a “bulk” (i.e. involving averaged quantities) formula (Smith 1980; Large and 

Pond 1982; Smith 1988)

0^  =  / > .c , . c „ i 7 „ ( r . - r j ,  (1.2)

where is a dimensionless coefficient, the wind speed at 10 m etres height, 

the sea-surface tem perature, the 10-meter air tem perature. U nder moderate 

wind conditions with wind speeds of 5 — 25 ms~^, which often prevail over the 

ocean, the atmospheric boundary layer is nearly neutrally stratified. Different 

values/ formulae for the neutral have been suggested; e.g. Sm ith et al. (1980) 

suggests

lO^Cjj =  <
0.83 for stable conditions (T^ <  Z)̂ ),

(1.3)

1.10 for unstable conditions (T), >  T^).
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Typical mean values of Qf  ̂ are in the range 10 — 20 Wm~^  (Nurser 1996), and 

could constitute heat loss or heat gain by the ocean depending on the sign of the 

air-sea tem perature difference.

The latent heat flux

Q^ = L y w q ,  (1.4)

where Ly  is the la ten t heat of vaporization and q is humidity, results from evapo

ration of water, taking heat away from the ocean. Again on dimensional grounds 

the  evaporation ra te  is param eterized as

E  = P^c^U^o{q^-qJ,  (1.5)

where Cg is a dimensionless coefflcient, q  ̂ is the saturation value of the spe

cific humidity at tem perature T^, q  ̂ is the specific hum idity of air at 10 m etres. 

Sm ith (1980) suggests for the neutral Cg

lO^Cg =  1.5 (1.6)

bu t later revises it to

Cg =  1.2c„ (1.7)
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(Smith. 1988). The latent heat of vaporization is

L y  =  2.5008 X 10® -  2.3 x 10®T [Jkg (1.8)

where T  is the water tem perature (Gill 1982). Thus the laten t heat flux is

Q e  ~  L y E  =  LyP^C^U^Q^q^ — q^).  ( 1-9 )

A typical mean value of is 100 W m   ̂ or more (Nurser 1996), and constitutes 

heat loss by the ocean.

The long-wave radiation heat flux is the result of emission of infrared radia

tion by the ocean. It is param eterized as a flux em itted by a black body, corrected 

for the departure of the ocean from a black body behaviour, for atm osphere mois

ture, and for cloudiness. An exam ple is

=  eo-r/(0 .39 -  0 .0 5 e // ') ( l  -  0 .6 n /) ,  (1.10)

where e =  0.985 is the estim ated ocean emissivity, <j is Stefan’s constant, is the 

10-metre vapour pressure, is the fraction of sky covered by clouds (Gill 1982). 

Typical mean values of in the range 30 — 70 Wm~^,  and always represent

heat loss by the ocean.

Solar radiation is a source of heat for the ocean. The incoming solar radia

tion can be estim ated by empirical formulae involving the solar constant and cor

rections for atmospheric scattering, oceanic reflection, and cloudiness (Reed 1977;
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Dobson and Sm ith 1988). Furtherm ore, the insolation is absorbed with d ep th  de

pending on w ater clarity, with the red spectral components absorbed w ithin  the  

upper 1 m etre of ocean, and the rest penetrating  deeper. Param eterizations of this 

absorption profile involve an exponential depth  dependence. This can be a  single 

exponential fit (Ivanoff 1977), the m ore commonly used 2-exponent fit (Paulson 

and Simpson 1977), 3-exponent fit (Woods et a/.1984) or a fit with even m ore 

exponents (Simpson and Dickey 1981; Woods 1980). Using more exponents would 

typically improve the accuracy of the  fit near the surface, in the top 5 m etres of 

ocean.

The ocean surface gains m om entum  by turbulent transfer from the a tm o

sphere via the  wind stress

r  =  —p j u  u , (1.11)

virtually  all of which goes into driving the mean current (Richman and G arre tt 

1977), im parting a “friction velocity”

“ ■=O
where is the density of water. S tarting  with Taylor (1916), the drag of the 

atm osphere against the sea surface is conventionally param eterized as
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where is a dimensionless drag coefficient dependent on wind speed and on 

atm ospheric stability. Different formulae for the neutral c^ have been suggested, 

e.g. Sm ith (1980) suggests

10 c^ =  0.61 +0.063C/^jj for 6ms < < 22ms  (1.14)

which is very close to a more recent formula by Yell and and Taylor (1996). A 

typical wind stress value is 0.1 N m   ̂ for of 8 — 9 m s

T he upper ocean is also forced by a freshwater flux, with rain and ice m elting 

being a freshwater source, and evaporation and freezing being a freshwater sink 

for the ocean.

1 .2 .3  P r o c e s s e s

The upper ocean is host to a variety of processes, some of which are schem at

ically depicted in Fig. 1.1. Here I will describe briefly only the processes considered 

in subsequent chapters.

C a b b e lin g

The equation of sta te  for seawater is nonlinear, tha t is to say the  density 

p is a  nonlinear function of tem perature T ,  salinity s, and pressure p (Millero 

and Poisson 1981). For the upper ocean a t tem perate latitudes the tem perature 

dependence is the most im portant one. The tem perature expansion coefficient 

increases w ith T, so warm water expands more than cool water contracts. This
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Fig. 1.1. Some of the mechanisms affecting the turbulence in the oceanic sur
face boundary layer: Langmuir circulation, breaking surface waves, shear-induced 
turbulence, convection, breaking internal waves (redrawn from Thorpe (1985)).
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nonlirieaxity means that if equal volumes of two water masses of different proper

ties are mixed, the resulting mixture, while having their mean tem perature, will 

have a density larger than their mean density (Fig. 1.2). In the special case when 

the two w ater masses have different salinities and tem peratures but the same or 

nearly the same density, the resulting m ixture will be heavier than  both and will 

tend to sink. Apparently W itte  (1902) was the first to recognize the possible im

portance of this phenomenon (Foster 1972), visualizing a frontal situation when 

the two w ater masses are juxtaposed and lateral mixing occurs, causing sinking in 

a narrow region between them . The same setup was considered also by G arrett 

and Home (1978). However, cabbeling need not occur only in horizontal fronts. 

Indeed, it occurs whenever there is mixing of water of different properties, e.g. 

whenever the  mixed layer entrains colder w ater from below. Cabbeling might be 

im portant for the formation of the densest ocean water, e.g. in the formation of 

the A tlantic Bottom  W ater in the Weddell Sea (Foster 1972). The salinity con

tribution to  cabbeling opposes that of tem perature, but is typically 2 orders of 

m agnitude smaller (K ihnatov and Kuzmin 1991).

Langm uir circu lation

In 1927, while crossing the Atlantic Ocean, the chemist Irwing Langmuir 

observed floating seaweed arranged in streaks roughly parallel to the wind di

rection, and with a  spacing of 100 to 200 m etres between them . In subsequent 

years he m ade a  series of experiments in a lake, and showed (Langmuir 1938) that 

these streaks axe manifestations of a subsurface organized structure — pairs of 

counter-rotating vortices w ith axes nearly parallel to the wind direction, and with
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Fig. 1.2. A schematic of the nonlinear dependence of density of seaw ater on tem 
perature. Warm w ater expands more than  cool water contracts. If w ater with 
tem perature T l ,  density D l ,  mixes w ith w ater with tem perature T 2  > T*l, density 
D2 < D l ,  in equal volumes, the m ixture, while of tem perature T m  =  { T l  +  T2)/2 ,  
will have density D { T m )  larger than  the mean density D m  =  {D l  +  D2)/2 .
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downwelling regions between the rolls (hence surface convergences and streaks of 

flotsam above them ). Langmuir concluded from his experiments th a t these vor

tices, later nam ed after him, “apparently constitute the essential mechanism by 

which the [mixed layer] is produced” . Furthermore, envisioning mixed layer en- 

trainm ent due to  this Langmuir circulation (LC), he stated th a t the “currents 

thus set up a t the  bottom  of the [mixed layer] may sweep off the upper part of the 

thermocline, m aking it th in  and of increased gradient”.

After m any years of observations (in lakes and in the ocean, more recently in 

1982 and 1990 off the coast of California (Sm ith 1992; Plueddem ann et a/.1996)), 

the conceptual p icture for these subsurface vortices has rem ained largely as de

scribed by Langmuir. Fig. 1.3 presents a schematic diagram  of LC by Pol

lard (1977). The spacing between streaklines, or “windrows” , can range from 2 to 

hundreds of m eters (Leibovich 1983). Observations (e.g. Weller and Price (1988)) 

and modelling (e.g. Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995)) suggest th a t, as tim e pro

gresses, smaller-scale cells are swept into the larger scale, while a t the same tim e 

new small-scale cells form. The horizontal scale for the spacing, a t least of the 

largest cells, is generally assumed to correlate with the depth of the thermocline, 

i.e. the cells have an aspect ratio of 0 (1) and penetrate to the base of the mixed 

layer (ML). Some observations (e.g. Sm ith (1992)) have confirmed this, while o th

ers (e.g. Weller and Price (1988)) have found th a t LC is confined to the upper half 

of the ML. The localized downwelling velocities below the streaks are from 0.03 to 

0.20 m s   ̂ (Weller and Price 1988), sometimes more (Pollard and Thom as 1989). 

The upwelling is significantly slower and broader. There is a  characteristic down

wind surface horizontal je t. LC is always nearly aligned with the wind, and if the
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Fig. 1.3. A schematic representation of Langmuir circulation (redrawn from Pol
lard (1977)).
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wind suddenly changes direction, LC gets reoriented in the new direction within a 

few m inutes to about half an hour, with sm aller scale LC reorienting m ore quickly 

than  larger scale LC. These times are also indicative of the form ation tim es for 

LC (Leibovich 1983).

Many theories for the formation of LC have been proposed, bu t the  com

monly accepted theory is that of Craik (1977) and Leibovich (1977a). It rehes on 

an interaction between a sheared horizontal current and the surface waves, and 

involves an instabihty of an infinitesimal downwind je t with its induced vertical 

vorticity of alternating sign on both sides. T he Stokes drift, which decays ver

tically w ith depth, tilts these vorticities and thus creates the pairs of roUs with 

downwelling in between. This pattern  gets reinforced, as water moving towards 

the surface convergence line gets accelerated by the  wind stress which in tu rn  leads 

to m ore downwelhng, intensification of the circulation, and stronger horizontal sur

face je t.

In te r n a l w aves

G ravity waves in the interior of the ocean are commonplace. In analogy to 

surface gravity waves, one can think of a disturbance of an interface betw een two 

layers of slightly different densities which will feel the  restoring force of gravity 

(although much reduced because of the sim ilar densities) and reverse direction, 

overshoot its equilibrium position, and so on, resulting in wave propagation. How

ever, internal waves can be supported in any continuously varying stab le  s tra ti

fication. Because the restoring force is much weaker than  in the case of surface 

waves, internal waves have spatial scales and tim e scales which are typically much
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larger. Away from the upper ocean, typical internal waves have vertical displace

m ents of the order of tens of meters and periods from tens of m inutes to many 

hours (G arrett and M unk 1979). In the upper ocean, internal waves typically have 

smaller am plitudes and shorter periods (Pinkel 1975; Kase and Clarke 1978; Dillon 

and Caldwell 1980; Levine et a/.1983), but are still large com pared w ith surface 

waves (Fig. 1.4). Internal waves are commonly manifested in single-sensor observa

tions as short period fluctuations in the tem perature (Munk 1981). Nansen (1902) 

m ight have been the first to report them. A ttributing these tem perature fluctua

tions to internal waves, and thus estim ating their instantaneous vertical velocity 

by w  =  —{d T fd t )J { d T /d z )  assumes no significant horizontal advection and /o r 

diffusion (Briscoe 1975).

The equations for a Boussinesq fluid (Boussinesq 1903; Spiegel and Veronis 

1960) of varying stratification w ith buoyancy frequency N[z)  lead to the dispersion 

relation (Phillips 1977)

ui = N  cos 6 + f  sin 0, (1.15)

where w is the internal wave frequency, /  is the local inertial frequency, 6 is the 

angle to the horizontal of the  vector wavenumber. Varying 9 from 0 to  tt/2 , thus 

internal waves can exist only in the range of frequencies

f < u : < N .  (1.16)
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Fig. 1.4. Ten-day time series of isotherms versus depth and tim e, taken from the 
LOTUS dataset (Briscoe and Weller 1984; Bowers et al. 1986). The high-firequency 
variability in the isotherm s’ position in and below the seasonal thermocline at 20 
metres depth  is indicative of internal wave activity
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G arrett and Munk (1975), using many different observations of internal 

wave activity in the ocean away from the upper layer, compiled a representation 

of the distribution of internal wave energy in wavenumber and frequency space, 

subsequently called the GM spectrum . After tests and refinements it was con

cluded th a t the observed characteristics of deep-ocean internal waves are nearly 

universal in space and time, thus the GM spectrum  can be regarded as a  universal 

equilibrium  spectrum, the result of a dynamic balance between wave generation, 

interaction, and dissipation. In the upper ocean, where such an equilibrium  is 

not to be expected due to the forcing and variability, the internal wave field of 

higher frequencies deviates from the GM spectrum, and exhibits high coherence 

w ith depth (Fig. 1.4).

Internal waves can be generated by a variety of mechanisms. Surface gen

eration by the atmosphere could involve travelling pressure fields/ fronts (Keller 

and Munk 1970; Polyanskaya 1969; Leonov and Miropolsky 1973), a travelling 

buoyancy flux (Magaard 1973), and a travelling wind stress field (Tomczak 1966; 

Tomczak 1967; Krauss 1972a; Krauss 1972b), the la tter being the most plausi

ble source (Thorpe 1975). Surface generation by interaction of pairs of surface 

waves with similar wavenumbers and frequencies is also possible (Thorpe 1966; 

Nesterov 1972; Brekhovskikh et a/.1972). The steady flow of the stratified ocean 

over bottom  topography is another source (Huppert and Miles 1969; Bell 1975), 

generating standing internal waves analogous to lee waves in the atm osphere. Tidal 

(barotropic) currents over topography can also generate internal waves of tidal fre

quency (Cox and Sandstrom 1962; Baines 1973; BeU 1975; Baines 1982). In the
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ocean interior, internal waves can be generated a n d /o r modified by wave-wave in

teractions (Olbers 1976; McComas and B retherton  1977; Pomphrey et a/.19S0). 

Dissipation of internal waves could occur through shear instabihty (Thorpe 1973) 

and wave breaking (Orlanski and Bryan 1969; Orlanski and Ross 1973; Gargett 

and Holloway 1984), and also through viscous a ttenuation  (LeBlond 1966).

1.3 O b servation s

I will briefly describe the sets of observations of the upper ocean which are 

referred to in subsequent chapters.

1 .3 .1  O W S P a p a

Since 1952 (Tabata 1965), extensive oceanographic observations of the up

per ocean were m ade by Canadian weatherships at Ocean Weather Station (OWS) 

“P ” (50°N, 145°W) in the northeast Pacific Ocean, until the weatherships were 

retired in 1981. The da ta  consist of meteorological observations and bathyther

mograph (BT) tem perature records over m any years at 3-hour intervals (the BT 

records are a t 3-hour intervals since 1965). The meteorological observations consist 

of wind speed, wind direction, sea-surface tem perature, air tem perature, wet-bulb 

and dew-point tem peratures, cloud cover, and surface air pressure. The BT tem 

perature  d a ta  are generally at 5-metre intervals from  the surface to 295 m.
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1.3.2 L O T U S

The Long-Term Upper-Ocean Study (LOTUS) experim ent was conducted 

from May 1982 to  May 1984 at 34°N, 70°W in the deep water over the H at

te r as abyssal plane in the Sargasso Sea in the western subtropical A tlantic Ocean. 

The data  consist of meteorological observations, tem perature and current m eter 

records (Briscoe and Weller 1984; Stram m a et a/. 1986). These are divided into 

four periods of several months each, with gaps in between when the moorings were 

replaced and w ith  o ther gaps caused by data  losses. The meteorological observa

tions consist of wind speed, wind direction, sea-surface tem perature (at a  depth of 

0.6 m), air tem perature , barometric air pressure, and directly measured insolation. 

The humidity m easurem ents were unreliable. Mooring d a ta  consist of tem perature 

and east and north  currents generally at depths of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, 50, 65, 75, 

100 metres and some in deeper water. D ata are available a t 15-minute intervals.

1.3 .3  M ILE

The M ixed Layer Experiment (MILE) was conducted from August 19 to 

September 6 , 1977, at 49 37 N, 145°6^W, in the vicinity of OWS Papa. The data 

consist of meteorological observations, tem perature and current m eter records (Davis 

et al.l981a), and also two series of casts through the upper 200 m etres of ocean 

with a m icrostructure profiler (Dillon and Caldwell 1980). The meteorological 

observations consist of wind speed, wind direction, sea-surface tem perature, air 

tem perature, wet-bulb and dew-point tem peratures, surface air pressure, cloud 

cover, made every 3 hours, and solar radiation measurements m ade every 1 hour.
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The MILE-1 mooring has complete 19-day records of tem perature and east and 

north currents a t depths of 11, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 41, 44, 47, 50, 75, 92, 125 and 

175 m etres and 16-day records at 20 and 38 m etres. The MILE-2 mooring has 

complete records of tem perature and east and north currents a t depths of 5 , 10, 

15, 20, 42 and 54 metres. The data are available at 112.5-second intervals.

1 .3 .4  P A T C H E X

The PATCHes Experim ent (PATCHEX) was conducted in October 1986 

around 34°N, 127°W, 800 km west of Point Conception, off the coast of California. 

The d a ta  include meteorological observations, tem perature and horizontal velocity 

records (Brainerd and Gregg 1993). The meteorological observations consist of 

wind speed, wind direction, sea-surface tem perature, air tem perature, wet-bulb 

and dew-point tem peratures, cloud cover, surface air pressure, and insolation. An 

Advanced M icrostructure Profiler recorded 11 days of tem perature, conductivity, 

tem perature gradient, and velocity fluctuations profiles down to 300 m, at an 

average rate of 2.4 profiles per hour. Relative current velocities were measured 

using an acoustic current meter, at a  rate of 4 drops per day for the last 7 days.

1.3 .5  G A T E , phase III

The G ARP Atlantic Tropical Experim ent (GATE), phase III, was con

ducted from August 30 to September 19, 1974, a t 9°N, 23°W in the Atlantic 

Ocean, to study internal waves in the upper ocean (Kase and Clarke 1978). The 

data  consist of a triangular horizontal array of moorings, recording tem perature 

and currents, and GTD profiles from a drifting ship. The CTD profiles reached
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down to 500 m, at 3-hour intervals, and there were also some short-term  CTD 

series from 20 to 70 m, a t 108-second intervals. The data  at the  moorings are at 

225-second intervals.
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C h a p te r  2

M ixed layer m odels

I will present the approximate and simplified governing equations th a t are 

adequate for use in 1-D models of the upper ocean, and describe in m ore detail 

models referred to in subsequent chapters.

2 .1 E q u a tio n s

T he full equations governing the evolution of the ocean are (Gill 1982): 

T he mass conservation equation

P ^  +  V  - u  =  0, (2.1)

where D / Dt  =  +  u  • V  is the m aterial derivative, u  is the fluid’s (vector)

velocity, and p the density of the fluid.

The m om entum  equation

^  +  / ( k  X u) =  p V p  -  g  +  f/V^u, (2.2)

where /  is the Coriolis param eter/inertial frequency, k  the vertical coordinate unit 

vector, p the pressure, g  the gravitational acceleration, u the kinem atic viscosity 

of the fluid.
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The heat equation

~  W  ^  +  S h . (2-3)

where T  is the tem perature, the specific heat at constant pressure, a  =  —Ijp ld p jd T )  

the tem perature expansion coefficient at constant safinity and pressure, % the ther

mal conductivity, F  the radiative flux, the heating due to a change of phaae, 

chemical reaction, and viscous dissipation.

The salinity equation

Ds
p — =  V • (Kĵ V s ), (2.4)

where s is the salinity, and is the salinity diffusivity.

The equation of sta te

p = p{p ,s ,T ) .  (2.5)

We can simplify these equations by making a number of approximations 

and/or assumptions based on the context in which they will be used, that is, for 

upper ocean modelling. Because both  particle and phase speeds of disturbances 

are much smaller than  the speed of sound, and also because the  vertical scale

of the motion is small compared to the scale height of the ocean, we assume

incompressibility (Batchelor 1967), so D p /D t  =  0 and therefore (2.1) reduces to 

the continuity equation V  • u  =  0; we also ignore pressure variations in the heat 

equation, and assume =  const. Because the reference hydrostatically balanced
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density varies little around its mean, and also because the motion-induced density 

variations are much smaller than the reference state density, we can make the 

Boussinesq approximation (Boussinesq 1903: Spiegel and Veronis 1960) and replace 

density in the equations with a  constant reference density except when it gives 

rise to buoyancy (6 =  —gp^ ^(p ~~Pq)} forces in the gravitational acceleration term. 

In addition, we make the boundary layer approximation that vertical gradients are 

much greater than horizontal gradients, and in fact completely drop horizontal 

gradients, assuming a local balance in the vertical as 1-D ML models do (Niiler 

and Kraus 1977). We are interested in the evolution of mean properties, and 

how they are affected in a  mean sense by turbulence, so we perform Reynolds 

decomposition of all variables into mean and fluctuation parts. Molecular terms 

are also neglected as small compared with the other terms. Finally, the averaged 

equations for mean quantities are

W  =  _ / ( k  X Û ) -  | ( ; 7 7 )  (2.8)

P = p{s,T),  (2.9)

where overlines denote averaging and mean quantities, and primes denote turbulent 

fluctuations. I[z)  is the vertical absorption profile for the insolation. In addition 

to these equations, the equation for the averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) 

is also often used for calculating the amount of mixing and /o r the  entrainm ent
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ra te  for a mixed layer. It is, under the same assumptions and approxim ations as 

above (Kraus 1972),

1 d(q^) ' ' d U  ~!~r d >, 2 , T , .
2 ~ d T  =  +  ^  6 -  - ^ w  {q ( 2 + p / p j  -  e, (2.10)

where =  u   ̂ +  to  ̂ is twice the TK E per unit mass. The first term  on the

right-hand side of (2.10) is the rate of work by the Reynolds stress w u  on the 

m ean shearing flow j d z \  the second term  is the rate of work of buoyancy forces; 

the th ird  term  is the convergence of the turbulent vertical flux; the fourth term  

is the dissipation rate of TK E. Henceforth overlines denoting mean quantities will 

be dropped, but implied.

2,2 T h e  P r ic e -W e lle r -P in k e l m o d e l

The model of Price, Weller, and Pinkel (1986), henceforth the PW P model, 

is a 1-D bulk mixed layer model, i.e. it assumes the existence of a  well-mixed 

surface layer. The model solves equations (2.6 — 2.9) on a fine uniform vertical 

grid (e.g. with Az =  1 m ), and employs stability criteria to establish, m aintain, 

and evolve a mixed layer of uniform tem perature, salinity, momentum, and density. 

In accord with the scope of this study, let us consider the salinity to be constant. 

The surface boundary conditions axe

w 'r'(o) = 0L (2.11)

1(0) = (2.12)

IÜ u (0) =
r

(2.13)
'’o’
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where =  Q[, +  + Q is the net heat flux (loss) from long-wave radiation,

latent, eind sensible fluxes, respectively; Q^ is the incoming solar radiation; t  is the 

vector wind stress. The turbulent fluxes at depth are not exphcitly calculated, but 

are implicitly accounted for as a result of the adjustm ents by stab ility  criteria. The 

absorption profile I{z)  for the penetration of solar radiation a t depth is assumed 

to have a double exponent dependence (Paulson and Simpson 1977), i.e.

I{z)  =  1(0) [ re x p (z /^ J  -b ( l  -  r) exp(z/^^)] , (2.14)

so the radiation is divided into a long-wave and a short-wave spectral component 

with attenuation depths of and respectively. The a ttenuation  depths change 

with water turbidity. Jerlov (1976) designated several water types based on w ater 

chlorophyll concentrations. For a fairly clear, mid-ocean w ater of type lA the 

values are r  =  0.62; =  0.6m; =  20m.

For each tim e-step, the PW P model proceeds as follows.

(i) Insolation is absorbed in the water column, and net heat loss 

occurs from th e  top grid-point, or layer, thus changing the tem perature profile.

Density is calculated (from a linear or nonlinear equation of s ta te , depending on 

implem entation).

(ii) A static  stability  criterion

I >  0 (2.15)
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is evaluated, and complete mixing of tem perature, momentum, and density occurs 

from th e  surface downwards, iteratively, until a statically  stable stratification with 

a mixed layer on top is achieved. Mixing at this stage is equivalent to that caused 

by free, non-penetrative convection.

(iii) The wind stress is applied to the  top grid-point, and m om entum  

is d istributed  uniformly through the mixed layer. Horizontal currents are ro ta ted  

inertially.

(iv) Overall mixed layer shear instab ih ty  versus buoyancy stabihty  

is evaluated at the base of the mixed layer by a bulk Richardson num ber criterion

Rk = >  0.65 (2.16)

where h is the mixed layer depth, 0.65 is the critical Rb value, A p  and | A u | are the 

density and velocity differences, respectively, between the ML and just below it. 

If Rb < 0.65, the mixed layer deepens by one grid-point and properties are mixed 

completely within the new ML. The new Rb num ber is then evaluated, and en

trainm ent and mixing proceed iteratively until the  criterion is satisfied. This type 

of dynam ic stability  criterion, implying that the ML is always either stable or in a 

state of m arginal stabihty, has also been implemented by others (Pollard et a/.1973; 

Price et aL1978; Kronenburg 1985). Although no sound theoretical evidence th a t a 

true critical Richardson num ber exists for a turbulent mixed layer (Philhps 1977), 

laboratory experim ents by EUison and Turner (1959) show that entrainm ent by a 

surface half-jet decreases by a  fuU order of m agnitude as Rb increases from 0.4 to 

0.8, suggesting an approximate critical bulk Richardson number in th a t range.
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(v) Local shear flow stability is evaluated below the mixed layer 

with a gradient Richardson number criterion

where 0.25 is the critical Rg  value; gradients are evaluated by taking first differences 

over neighbouring grid-points. If Rg  is found to be less than 0.25 at a given pair 

of grid-points, partia l mixing of properties occurs between them . If densities prior 

to the partial m ixing are and the density exchanged is e.g.

(2-18)

with a complete mixing for Rg  =  0; a constant (0.3) slightly larger than 0.25 is 

used to hasten convergence, the larger value having no appreciable effect in the 

solutions (Price et a/.19S6). Then the Rg array is recalculated, reevaluated, ajid 

new adjustm ents are made, until Rg  >  0.25 everywhere.

The m otivation for adding gradient Richardson number dependent mixing 

below the mixed layer was to smooth out sharp tem perature jum ps at the ML 

base, making model profiles more like the profiles from observations, and also to 

relieve local shear instabilities in the stratified fluid below the ML. However, the 

implementation of this criterion in the model leads to “unmixing” of the mixed 

layer established w ith the bulk Richardson number criterion, as partial mixing 

adjusts the tem perature at the bottom  ML grid-point as well. As a result, the 

final ML depth diagnosed by the model is not the ML depth established by overall
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mixed layer stability, as evident e.g. from Fig. 2 of Schudlicb and P rice (1992) 

and the  accompanying figure caption. Thus, the Rg  procedure seems to  deliver 

more th an  it was designed to do; this does not seem to be commonly recognized, 

as the model has been described or implied by others as setting its ML dep th  with 

a bulk criterion, w ith Rg  mixing only resolving instabilities below such a mixed 

layer (Archer et a/.1993; K antha and Clayson 1994; Large et a/.1994; Large and 

Crawford 1995).

Model diagnostics (not shown) revealed th a t to  satisfy Rg  >  0.25 every

where, up to tens of thousands of adjustm ents at each time-step might be  needed 

for a region with a few tens of grid-points. In addition, while looking on occasion 

at spikes in the PW P model output such as ML depth and sea-surface tem per

ature, I was able to trace them  back to the Rg  criterion procedure. I t appears 

that, after many small adjustm ents, the final ML depth might incorporate a more 

or less arb itrary  fluctuation. Apparently, the problem of maximizing Rg,  by over

shooting discrete-step adjustm ents, to achieve Rg  >  0.25 everywhere for an  array 

of grid-points, does not have a unique solution. So the final ML depth  m ay not 

be consistent from one tim e-step to the next as different “solutions” are realized. 

The spikes disappear, however, if the  ML depth achieved from overall m ixed layer 

stab ih ty  w ith the bulk Richardson num ber criterion is enforced, while s till allow

ing for adjustm ents in the thermocline below it^. Therefore, the mixed layer depth

^This can be done as follows. For each iterative adjustment due to the gradient Richardson number 
criterion, if  partial mixing aifected the bottom  grid-point of the mixed layer established by the R h  
criterion, a com plete mixing is performed within this layer to restore its homogeneity before the next 
iteration is attem pted.
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based on overall stability  is consistent in tim e, and in fact it seems difficult to 

justify  modifications of this depth via the gradient Richardson num ber criterion.

2.3 T h e  M e llo r-Y a m a d a  L evel 2 m o d e l

A hierarchy of turbulent closure models, based on an order-of-magnitude 

analysis of small deviations of the Reynolds stresses and heat fluxes from local 

isotropy, was described by Mellor and Yam ada (1974), refined by them  later (MeUor 

and Yam ada 1982), and reexamined by Galperin et al. (1988). In the lim iting case 

of neax isotropy, algebraic relations axe obtained for all turbulent quantities. The 

resulting model, classified as Level 2 closure (MY-2), is attractive because of its 

sim plicity and robustness (Galperin et a/. 1988), and has been applied in various 

situations (M artin 1985; M artin  1986; K antha and Clayson 1994; Large et a/.1994). 

The equations, in terms of buoyancy instead of tem perature and salinity separately,

are

d U    d
dt

=  - / ( k  X U ) -  —  (2.20)

- r - T  d V  — V
—  =  —w u  • -5---- \-w b (2 .21)
A.. d z

where (2.21) is the averaged TK E equation (2.10), simplified by neglecting the 

convergence of the turbulent vertical flux, and assuming a  balance between shear 

production, buoyancy forcing, and dissipation. The dissipation is assumed to be 

of the  form q I (Kolmogoroff 1941), where =  B^l. The length scale Z is a
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“m aster length scale” of turbulence, to which all o ther relevant length scales are 

proportional. This m aster scale is calculated from Blackadar’s (1962) interpolation 

form ula

where z  is distance from a boundary, k % 0.4 is von K arm an’s constant, is a 

m easure of the extent of the turbulent field. The formula interpolates between 

I — > H.\z\ as |z|/Zg — V 0 , and I — y as — j- oo; is calculated from

where q is rms turbulent velocity, and 0.2 is the chosen value of the empirical 

constant in agreement with results from higher level MY models (Mofjeld and 

Lavelle 1984; M artin 1985).

The turbulent fluxes in (2.19 — 2.21) are param eterized by eddy diffusivity 

and eddy viscosity

w b  =  - K ^ { z ) ^  = - I q S ^ ^  (2.24)

where the vertically-varying eddy coefficients are products of the m aster length 

scale Z(z), rms turbulent velocity g(z), and a gradient Richardson number Rg  de

pendent stability  functions involving more proportionality constants. After
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substituting the values of the proportionality constants taken from Mellor and Ya- 

m ada (1982), wherever needed, the final equations are

8 - i («.8) - 0.

5  _  ________ 0 .4 0 - 3 .0 8 0 ^ _________

M (1 -  34.680H)(1 -  6.130^) ^

where = —{l/q)^db/dz,  and I and are calculated from (2.22) and (2.23) above. 

It can be shown that 6"̂  >  0, > 0, and that they are zero for Rg > 0.19.

2.4  O ther m odels

One-dimensional models of the mixed layer generally fall into two classes. 

Turbulence closure ML models (also called K-theory models) can be organized 

and classified as parts of a single hierarchy (Mellor and Y am ada 1974; Mellor and 

Yamada 1982; Galperin et a/.1988) based on an order of m agnitude analysis of small 

deviations of the second moments of turbulence from the s ta te  of local isotropy. 

These models employ vertically-varying eddy diffusivity and eddy viscosity. The 

Mellor-Yamada Level 2 model described in the previous section is an example of 

a K-theory model. Details on other K-theory models will not be given here; the 

reader is referred to the three papers cited above. Bulk ML models assume the 

existence and evolution of a  well-mixed surface layer. They employ two approaches
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to the paxameterization of ML deepening (however one can be viewed as a lim iting 

case of the other), and can subsequently be subdivided into finite entrainm ent rate 

models (FE R  models) and dynam ic instability models (DI models). PER  models 

have an evolution equation for the ML depth, and DI models are defined in term s 

of a  critical bulk number of the ML. The Price-Weller-Pinkel m odel described in 

section 2.2 is an example of a DI bulk model. In addition, there is the hybrid model 

of Large et al. (1994) which is a K-theory model but determines its boundary layer 

depth from a bulk Richardson num ber stability criterion.

The traditional theory of the processes in the boundary layer of the ocean 

and the atmosphere has led to the identification of three possible mechanisms 

which can cause entrainm ent (Deardorff 1983). They are near-surface shear stress 

with velocity scale the friction velocity near-surface buoyancy flux with free
1 /3convection velocity scale {B^h)  ; entrainment-zone shear stress associated w ith

velocity jum p at the ML base |A u |. The only mechanism opposing entrainm ent is

associated with the stable buoyancy jum p at the ML base at depth  /i, with velocity 
1 /2scale (AA6) . If dhfdt  describes the evolution of the ML depth, w ith dhfdt  > 0

corresponding to mixed layer deepening, then the entrainm ent ra te  is defined 

as

we

àh. ^  > 0
(2.31)

0 , # < 0.

FE R  models solve equations (2.6 — 2.9) below the mixed layer; in addition 

the 1-D equations for scalars and horizontal momentum are integrated across the 

mixed layer. Using the surface boundary conditions (2.11) and (2.12) and the
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boundary condition for the turbulent flux across the ML base

w T  {—h) =  —w A T  (2.32)

(Niiler and Kraus 1977), we get e.g. for the ML tem perature T

dT w A T  Q
^  =  +  (2-33)

r Q  p

where T ^  is equal to the sea-surface tem perature T^, and the term  involving the 

insolation penetrating below the ML is neglected.

An additional relation involving is needed and is provided from the 

steady state of the integrated across the mixed layer turbulent kinetic energy 

equation (2.10). We make all simplifying assumptions and param eterizations of 

the various term s as in Niiler and Kraus (1977), not giving further consideration 

to the contributions from the surface buoyancy flux and the penetrating part of 

the insolation to the integrated TK E equation. Thus we get

^ k A b  — s(A u| ^ =  mu^  (2.34)

where s, m  are constants to be identifled later. 1/2  w J iA b  is the power needed 

to lift denser w ater and mix it through the layer h\ 1/2  stü^|Au|^ is the rate of 

reduction of the mean flow energy by mixing across the  ML base — it is a param 

eterization of the  shear production term  as being proportional to  th e  entrainm ent
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rate and the  square of the velocity difference at th e  ML base; m u ^ param eter

izes the ra te  of working by the wind due to the turbulent velocity and pressure 

correlations at the surface.

We define bulk Richardson numbers based on u  and A u as

Rb = — (2. 35) 
 ̂ u

(2-36)

Then (2.34) can be w ritten as

w 2m Rb
 e  __   T (2.37)

This entrainm ent formulation is used in the bulk F E R  models of Niiler (1975), 

Niiler and Kraus (1977), Garwood (1977), and Davis et al. (1981b). The values 

for the constants s and m are chosen differently in each model and are regarded 

as tunable param eters to optimize the model’s performance.

In bulk DI models (Pollard et a/.1973; Price et a/.1978; Price et a/. 1986), 

taking advantage of the results of the experiments by Ellison and Turner (1959) 

showing a  negligible entrainment beyond a critical Rb^^,  it is postulated that the 

mixed layer is always stable or marginally stable, adjusting itself so th a t a bulk 

Richardson num ber based on |A u | is a constant s of 0 (1 ). This is equivalent to
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ignoring the dependence on Rb in (2.37) and crudely approxim ating (2.37) with

w = <e (2.38)
0, Rb > sAu

Note that 5 =  1.0 in the model of Pollard et a/., and 5 =  0.65 in the  PW P model.

To recover the formulation of the historically first bulk ML m odels which 

were FER models without a  shear term , we ignore the contribution of the mean 

velocity shear at the ML base, and obtain from (2.34)

W -1
=  2mRb . (2.39)

This is the entrainm ent formulation of the bulk FER models of Kraus and  Turner (1967) 

and Denman and Miyake (1973). They typically use a value of m  =  1.0.

All finite entrainm ent ra te  formulations presented so far are scaled with u^.

In order to derive the formulation for the models tha t have Au scaling, we have to 

go back to the param eterization of the shear production term  in the T K E  equation 

at the base of the ML. Stull (1976), somewhat arbitrarily, assumed th is  term  to be 

proportional to |Au|^ instead. Assuming tha t the shear at the ML base dominates 

the deepening

I A u

where n is another adjustable constant. This formulation is form ally equivalent 

to the rescaled with Au entrainm ent formula of Kraus and Turner (1967). The
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models by Price (1979a) and the  rescaling arguments of Price (1979b) are thus 

equivalent to the approach taken in Stull (1976).

T he hybrid model of Large et aL (1994) (called the K PP model as in K- 

profile param eterization) is a K-theory model with a non-local counter-gradient 

term , and w ith a vertically-varying eddy diffusivity and eddy viscosity proportional 

to the boundary layer depth. The boundary layer depth (the boundary layer 

includes th e  mixed layer as well as the upper part of the underlying thermocline) 

is determ ined from a bulk Richardson num ber stability criterion as in a  bulk model, 

with an additional term  param eterizing turbulent shear to account for penetrative 

convection.

All afore-mentioned 1-D mixed layer models, as well as o ther ML models, are 

described in detail and discussed in depth in the excellent review by Nurser (1996).
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C hapter 3

N onlinear equation  o f  s ta te  and apparent buoyancy flux

3 .1  In tr o d u c tio n

The surface buoyancy flux per unit area of the sea surface is given by:

^ o  = - ^ p  ^9aQ + P o  ^9^s{E -  P) = +  (3.1)

where is the specific heat of w ater, is a reference density, a  =  —1 /p[dp jdT)^   ̂

is the surface value of the tem perature expansion coefficient of w ater at fixed 

salinity s and pressure p, Q is the net heat flux into the ocean, f3 =  1 /p{dp /dS )^^  

is the salinity expansion coefficient, E  is the evaporation rate and P  is the rainfall 

ra te  (Gill 1982). In (3.1) it is assum ed th a t the insolation is absorbed by water of 

the same tem perature as the sea surface; we will return to this later. Positive B^ 

corresponds to  a buoyancy loss by the ocean. In many models of the upper ocean 

a  and /? are taken as constants, i.e. a linear equation of sta te  is used. In reality, 

the density of seawater depends in a nonlinear way on the pressure and on the 

tem perature and salinity of water. For the surface mixed layer the tem perature 

dependence is the most im portant one and can give rise to the interesting and 

potentially misleading existence of a net annual buoyancy flux into the sea even in 

a  situation where the net annual heat flux is zero.
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This is easily seen by inspection of (3.1). The relevant nonlinearity in 

the equation of s ta te  (NES) arises from the tem perature dependence of the ex

pansion coefficient a . The annual average buoyancy flux, includes a term
“ * 1  “ 'X  /  /  ^  ^

—Cp /?Q ga Q , where a  , Q are departures from the respective annual means. 

Evidence for the im portance of this term  (henceforth called NES term ) has been 

found in the M editerranean Sea (G arrett et el. 1993), where it is com parable to the 

other buoyancy flux terms and equivalent to a heat input of 6 W m i.e. there 

is a positive correlation between a  and Q . This, of course, does not m ean th a t 

the ocean is becoming steadily less dense even if Q =  0. The tem perature depen

dence of a  is also responsible for a compensating buoyancy loss via cabbeling, or 

densification on mixing (Foster 1972; G arrett and Horne 1978; McDougall 1984), 

whenever the mixed layer entrains colder water from below.

We derive a  convenient representation of the term  involving a  Q and discuss 

some general properties of the sea'onal cycle of the sea-surface tem peratu re  T  

versus the total heat content T-L. Then we discuss results from a  one-dimensional 

mixed-layer model, run over a seasonal cycle with ideahzed forcing. D ata  analysis 

from Ocean W eather Station Papa (OWS P) in the Northeast Pacific Ocean is 

presented, and used to infer the im portance of the term  at that location. Discussion 

and conclusions follow.
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3.2 T h e o ry

3 .2 .1  R e p re s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  t e r m  in v o lv in g  a  Q

We will examine the 1-D heat and buoyancy budgets of an ocean of constant 

depth D,  neglecting changes due to  salinity and pressure. Let us assume th a t, 

instead of being a constant, the tem perature expansion coefficient a  varies linearly 

with tem perature

“  =  “ o +  | | ( r - î ’o) =  ^ ^  (3-2)

where d a / d T  is assum ed constant, thus ignoring further small corrections involving 

higher derivatives. Then

96 _  3 T

where the buoyancy 6, defined with respect to is

-1
b =  -gpQ (p -  Pq)- (3.4)

Neglecting horizontal variability, the equations for T  and b thus are

p
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where d / d z  T  ^ is the divergence of the tu rbu len t heat flux and I{z)  is the 

flux profile for the penetrating part of the insolation. Let us define the to ta l heat 

content "H and the total buoyancy content B  per unit area of the ocean as:

"K(t) =  f T { z , t )  dz, B{t) =  [  b{z,t)  dz, (3-7)
J - D  J - D

where D  =  constant is the to tal depth of th e  ocean. Neglecting advection and 

compressibihty, and assuming tha t the insolation is absorbed by water of the  same 

tem perature as the sea surface, we integrate (3.5) and (3.6)

rQ p

' 0 p

using the boundary conditions

r u r ( O )  =  — (3. 10) 
f‘a p

7(0) =  - Q  . (3.11)

w T { - D )  % 0, (3.12)

I { - D )  % 0, (3.13)

and the identity  Q = Q +  Q . , where Q. = Q , +  Q + Q,-
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In the formulae above is the insolation, is the net surface heat flux due 

to heat loss from long-wave back radiation, latent, and sensible fluxes, respectively; 

a  is evaluated at the ocean surface.

As d T / d z  is assumed to vanish within the ML, and w T  is, presumably, 

negligible below the ML, we have to evaluate the integral in (3.9) a t the ML base 

where a tem perature difference A T  is assumed to exist. Let the turbulent heat

flux w T  at the base of the ML be used up entirely to bring colder w ater across 

the tem perature difference A T  and mix it with the water in the ML so that the 

ML deepens at a rate w . Then, if h is the ML depth, we have

w T =  —w A T  (3.14)
-h. ^

e.g. Niiler and Kraus (1977), thereafter NK77. Finally we get

where a  is evaluated at the sea-surface tem perature 3^, and A T  is the tem perature 

jum p at the base of the surface mixed layer, across which entrainm ent occurs a t a 

rate w  .e

The first term  on the right-hand side of (3.15) is, apart from a sign change, 

the term  discussed in the introduction. The second term  can also be derived 

(refer to Figure 3.1) by considering the change in buoyancy content after an en

trainm ent event that conserves the heat content. To first order, h8T  =  A T 6 h ,
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T - 5 T

AT- h
— (h + 5h)

Fig. 3.1. A schematic of mixed layer deepening due to mechanical stirring and 
associated entrainm ent. A well mixed surface layer of depth  A, tem perature T,  
an.d a  tem perature jum p A T  across its base deepens, in tim e St, to a depth  h +  Sh, 
lowering its tem perature by ST to T  — ST.
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so

5 T = y ^ T .  (3.16)

Before the  entrainm ent, the buoyancy content down to a  depth —{h +  8h) is

=  r  g T a  dz +  g {T -  A T )  a { T  -  A T )  dz.  (3.17)
—( h' 6̂h)

After the  entrainm ent it becomes

g { T -  5T) a{T  -  8T) dz. (3.18)

Then

8B = B ^ - B ^ ^ g  [(A +  8h){T -  8T)a{T  -  AT)] -  g [hTa{T)  +  8h(T -  A T ) a { T  -  AT)]

(3.19)

Using (3.16) and the linear dependence on tem perature of the tem perature expan

sion coefficient

a { T - 8 T )  = a { T ) - 8 T a { T ) ,  (3.20)

a ( T - A T )  =  a { T ) - A T  a { T ) ,  (3.21)

we obtain, after rearrangem ent and simplifications

,2 /
8B = - g 8 h { A T )  a  (T ). (3.22)
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Therefore

This term  describes a  buoyancy loss by cabbeling. We have ignored a very 

small contribution from changes in salinity and have retained only term s involving 

dccjdT^ ignoring further small corrections involving higher derivatives.

Assuming Q = 0, the annual average of (3.15) is

    /  /

If B  does not change, we see tha t the buoyancy gain from g a  Q

must be exactly com pensated by the annual average of the cabbeling term .

We call the NES term . Multiplying (3.8) by a. and averaging, and 

assuming Q =  0, we obtain

da  ^  dH

But
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where the integral proceeds axound the TL — T^ curve in the direction corresponding 

to increasing tim e t; is 1 year. Finally we get

^oT =

so the magnitude of the NES term is simply proportioned to the area A inside the 

hysteresis loop of the seasonal cycle of versus 71. Note that a  linear equation 

of state does not cause the hysteresis loop to collapse onto a  single curve; the area

A  can be finite but give no contribution to  if d a / d T  =  0. The NES term  

corresponds to a buoyancy gain by the ocean if the integration is clockwise in a 

plane with % on the z-ajcis, and on the y-eods. This must be the case since the 

cabbeling term  corresponds to a buoyancy loss regardless of the sign of A T , but 

the following arguments also demonstrate the sign.

3 .2 .2  G en era l p r o p e r tie s  o f  th e  sea so n a l cy c le  o f  v ersu s  77

Figure 3.2 shows the annual cycle of versus 77 a t OWS Echo (35°N, 

48 W ), modified from Gill and Turner (1976). It can be seen th a t the m inim a of 

77 and are achieved simultaneously. This occurs when the daily averaged Q is 

zero, the mixed layer depth is maximum, and T  a minimum. On either side of 

the minimum of and %, from January to June, there are separate “heating” 

(upper) and “cooling” (lower) branches due to a shallower mixed layer and more 

rapid variation of the sea-surface tem perature in the former. Thus

(3.28)
[ d T ]

S >
[dT  1

s

dH_ h e a tin g  brainch d77 cooling  b ra n c h
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Fig. 3.2. The ajinual cycle of versus K  at OWS Echo (35°N, 48°W ), modified 
from Gill and Turner (1976).
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on average. The inequality can be explained in term s of the different physics 

of heating and cooling the ocean. As the heating season starts, the  mixed-layer 

dep th  decreases rapidly and, for a given heat content, the m ixed layer is shallow 

in th e  spring, but deep in the winter. If the ocean were of constant mixed-layer 

depth  h, then T  ccH ,  resulting in a single straight line instead of hysteresis, and,

subsequently, from (3.27), =  0. Similarly, a sym m etric variation of h would

result in a single curve with varying slope.

Another feature shown by Figure 3.2 is T  achieving its m axim um  two to 

three weeks before the maxim um  of T-L. This is because the m ixed layer deepens 

before the point with zero net Q, thus moving the maxim um  before th a t of B  

as entraining colder w ater from below decreases T^. Two processes can cause the 

shift. F irst, as Q =  Q^ + (Q^ + + QfJ-i i e. insolation minus heat loss from

long-wave back radiation, latent, and sensible fluxes, respectively, at some point 

where Q is still positive, instabilities can occur due to heat loss at the surface 

since is absorbed w ith depth according to some exponential dep th  dependence 

(e.g. Paulson aud Simpson (1977)). Second, as the stratifying effect of Q becomes 

weaker and the winds become stronger on average w ith the approach of autum n, 

the destabilizing influence of the m om entum  input from the wind causes the mixed 

layer to deepen. From model runs (not shown) we conclude th a t th e  la tte r  process 

is overwhelmingly more im portant.

From the above properties of the B  — T^ loop, it is obvious th a t the  loop is 

traced clockwise. It follows th a t the NES term  always represents a  buoyancy gain 

by th e  ocean.
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3.3 S easo n a l cy c le  m o d e llin g  — a  t e s t  case

We have chosen a one-dimensional mixed layer model as the simplest pos

sible type. The Price et al. (1986) model (PW P) has been modified to allow for 

a  nonlinear equation of state. We have not attem pted to force the model with 

real data, nor have we tried to estim ate and param eterize horizontal advection. 

The goal has been to examine the sensitivity of the model to the  inclusion of the 

nonlinearity in the equation of sta te  by running it with a nonlinear (N case) and 

linear (L case) equation of state.

We integrated the model for two years with a tim e step of one hour and 

surface forcing varying sinusoidally over one year. The insolation also varied over 

half a sinusoid during daylight hours each day. In the second year of integration we 

obtained a closed curve, in "H-T^ space, which was repeated in subsequent years. 

Figure 3.3 presents the  idealized forcing used to drive the model. The values for 

the forcing functions (daily averages for the insolation) are

Insolation: =  180 — 141 cos W  m ^

Heat loss: =  —180 — 24 cos W  m   ̂ (3.29)

Net heat flux: Q =  —165cos W m  ”

where Q = t  is tim e in days, and the wind stress is

=  (O-12-t-0.09cos , 0^ N m   ̂ (3.30)
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Idealized forcing
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Time of year

Fig. 3.3. Idealized forcing with zero mean annual heat flux. Top: insolation 
to tal heat loss (the sum of sensible, latent, and longwave), and net heat flux 
Q. Bottom: eastward wind stress r  .
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which corresponds to wind speeds from 4 to 11 m s  Note th a t Q =  0. The 

net heat flux amd wind stress have been chosen to approxim ate the range of values 

observed in th e  Mediterranean. Salinity s =  38 psu, is 3980 J kg  ̂ K and 

the latitude is taken to be 37 °N. The dependence of a  on tem perature has been 

derived from a linear fit with values for a  obtained using the International Equation 

of State (Millero and Poisson 1981), and is

Q =  7.788 X 10 ® +  8.446 x  10 (3.31)

where T  is in degrees Celsius.

F irst th e  N case was run with a reference tem perature for a  of 21.61°0, 

m atching the actual calculated from the model output, to assure proper cal

culation of the perturbation a  . The L case was run next. The resulting 

curves are shown in Figure 3.4. It is evident that the essential features have 

been reproduced, namely, the hysteresis, the relative phases of H  and T^, and the 

clockwise direction of the loop. There is only a weak sensitivity of the output 

to the inclusion of nonlinearity, as seen also in Figure 3.5 showing and h in 

the N and L cases. The asymmetric variation of and h has been reproduced. 

The range of values for the sea-surface tem perature in general agrees w ith  th a t 

observed in the M editerranean (15-32°C). Apparently most of the com pensation 

for the NES term , by densification on mixing, occurs in the winter and spring 

months as intensive mixing takes place. For the NES term  in the N case we find

—C*p ^goL Q  =  —4.05 x 10  ̂ m^ s thus, incidentally, close to the value of 

—3.32 X 10  ̂m^ s  ̂ imphed from G arrett et al.’s (1993) calculations from GOADS
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Fig. 3.4. The annual cycle of versus 7i from model output, if the NES is excluded 
(upper solid lines), and including it (dashed lines). The pairs of lines for each case 
delineate the diurnal ranges. The lower curve shows the loop, w ith  the  NES but 
when the diurnal cycle is not resolved. The minimum annual heat content is a  free 
param eter which does not enter the calculations of the NES te rm , and is set to 
zero. Each circle corresponds to the middle of a  month.
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Fig. 3.5. (top) The daily range (i.e. daily m inim um  and daily m axim um  values) of 
mixed-layer depth h if the NES is excluded (solid hnes) and including it (dashed 
lines); h is slightly larger on average in the NES case, (bottom ) The daily range of 
sea-surface tem perature if the NES is excluded. Its inclusion results in slightly 
lower average T  (not shown).
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data. We rem ark th a t if the area A  is calculated from the  hysteresis curve, the 

right-hand side of (3.27) also gives —4.05 x 10  ̂ m^ s Because of the large 

specific heat of water, the diurnal variation of causes ra ther small daily loops 

compared with the annual variation even though the mixed-layer depth h shows 

large diurnal changes.

The lower-most curve in Fig. 3.4 is the result of a model run with the same 

forcing as before, but with a time step of 24 h, thus not resolving the diurnal 

cycle. There is a large difference in the seasonal loop. This is because, in the 

heating season, convection is quenched around midday (Woods 1980) as the inso

lation has a much higher value than the average for the day. The small h at th a t 

tim e allows heat to be trapped in a shallow surface layer, causing to increase 

more rapidly, and giving a higher daily-averaged than if the diurnal cycle is 

not resolved (Woods and Barkmarm 1986). In contrast, because of the lack of a 

diurnal cycle in the cooling season, heat is distributed more evenly in the water 

column. This dem onstrates the importance of running models with the diurnal 

cycle resolved.

3 .4  C a lcu la tio n  o f  th e  N E S  te r m  from  O W S P a p a  d a ta

We have examined tim e series of sea-surface tem perature measurements and 

forcing functions for the years 1970 to 1975 at OWS P (50°N, 145°W) with a tim e 

step of 3 h. We did not run a model, but, in order to construct the "H-T^ curve, we 

needed an estim ate of the heat content. As tem perature profiles were not available, 

we inferred H  from the heat fluxes. However, OWS P is known to have an annual 

mean heat flux Q of around 30 W m ^. As discussed by Large et al. (1986), this
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net heating is compensated m ainly by episodic horizontal advection of colder water 

in the autum n and early w inter which, presumably, takes place above in order 

to affect T^. We can represent this effect as an effective heat flux which is

not constant but has an annual mean exactly balancing the annual m ean positive 

heat flux Q. Then (3.8) and (3.15) become, respectively.

dU  1
Jj. ~  ^  +  ^adv^’ (3.32)

p

+  “ ^ad J “  . (3.33)
'0 p

The averaged buoyancy content equation now becomes

+  (3,34)
<̂ 0 p

and the equation analogous to (3.25) is

^  [ a Q  + c! q  ] =  (3.35)
p  C  a d v  d T  ® dttq p

Then the NES term  is

^0 p

i.e., as in (3.27), it is still proportional to the the  area under the  hysteresis curve 

of the seasonal cycle of T  versus 'K.
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If there is a  constant advection throughout the year, Q = 0  and (3.36), (3.35),
a d v

and (3.34) reduce to (3.27), (3.25), and (3.24), respectively. If, however, as in  th e  

case of OWS Papa, the advection is present only in the autum n and early w inter.

then  a  Q is negative.
ad v

For each of the years 1970 to 1975, we introduced as a constant negative 

heat flux for October, November, and December, and zero otherwise, such th a t

Qadv — ~ Q  for th a t year. Then, via the  heat content equation (3.32), a tim e series 

of the heat content was produced. Figure 3.6 shows the hysteresis curve for 

1972. From th e  area and from the now-known function Q we can calculate the^ a d v

term s from the left-hand side of (3.36). The first term  gives —2.18 x  10  ̂ m^ s ^. 

The second, about seven times smaller, is 0.30 x 10  ̂ m^ s so the NES term  is 

—1.88 X 10  ̂ s The second te rm  need not be that small: the calculation for 

1974 gives the second term  as 0.33 x 10  ̂ m^ s about a  third of the m agnitude 

of the  first term  for th a t year. Nevertheless, in any of the  years considered, the 

NES term  is not any larger than about —2.0 x 10  ̂ m^ s which is equivalent to 

a heat flux of no more than 6 W m ^. It is rather small compared to an annual 

m ean heat flux of 30 W  m which is typical for OWS Papa.

3 .5  D isc u ss io n  an d  co n c lu sio n s

The nonlinearity of the equation of sta te  gives rise to an additional term ,

— ^ ^ g a  Q , in the averaged surface buoyancy flux B^,  which can be com pa

rable in m agnitude to the other term s. Evidence for its im portance has been found 

in the  M editerranean where it is equivalent to a heat flux of 6 W m com pared
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Fig. 3.6. The annual cycle of versus ' H for the year 1972 from OWS P ap a  data. 
T he m inim um  annual heat content is set to zero. Each circle corresponds to  the 
m iddle of a  month.
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with an annual mean heat flux of —5 W  m  ̂ (Macdonald et a/.1994). This term , 

referred to as the NES term, has been shown to be simply proportional to the 

area enclosed by the hysteresis curve of the sea-surface tem perature versus the 

heat content H.  The characteristic features of the curve have been explained with 

the thermodynamics and dynamics of the  upper ocean. This loop is always traced 

clockwise, so that the NES term is always negative, representing a buoyancy input. 

It is compensated by cabbeling, or densification on mixing, whenever the mixed 

layer entrains water with different properties from below.

We have considered in detail only the case of a mixed layer entraining 

colder water from below. In places where salinity controls the mixing, as in polar 

regions, for example, a scenario can be envisioned with a colder mixed layer en

training warmer water from below. This, however, does not alter our conclusions, 

as cabbeUng still results in a loss of buoyancy (AT* is squared in (3.24)).

The output from a simple mixed-layer model gives reasonable agreement 

with the value for the NES term calculated from GOADS d ata  for the M editer

ranean. The model shows only a weak sensitivity to the inclusion of a nonlinear 

equation of state. The tim e series of mixed-layer depth, obtained with the model, 

suggests tha t most of the compensation through cabbeling occurs in the winter 

and spring months when there is intensive mixing and entrainm ent.

We have assumed that the insolation is absorbed by w ater of the same 

tem perature as the sea surface, thus neglecting a contribution from the term  

/  ^ I { z ) { d a ! d T ) { d T I d z )  dz to the surface buoyancy flux and, subsequently, to 

the m agnitude of the NES term. As seen in Fig. 3.4, on any given day the tem per

ature difference within the water absorbing the insolation is indeed small compared
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with, the tem perature difference, over the course of the year, which determ ines the 

area under the — T^ curve, so th a t the neglected contribution is very small.

We have also estim ated the NES term  for the Northeast Pacific using da ta  

from OWS Papa. Horizontal advection terms were needed and have been included. 

The estim ated NES term  here is significant, but in contrast with the  M editerranean 

is ra ther small in comparison w ith the term  involving the annual m ean heat flux. 

However, the equivalent heat flux is roughly the same as in the M editerranean Sea 

(6 W  m ^). In general, the  form of the cabbeling term  in (3.24) suggests th a t a 

large NES term  in the surface buoyancy flux depends on a significant seasonal cycle 

in mixed layer depth and on storm  events that lead to deepening w ith  a significant 

A T .

In conclusion, we point out tha t if a model that has only buoyancy as 

a scalar variable (not tem perature  and salinity separately) is forced w ith the fuU 

surface buoyancy flux using a nonlinear equation of state, one would get a  spurious 

buoyancy input. We emphasize the need for care in evaluating the therm odynam ics 

and dynamics of the surface mixed layer.
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C h a p ter  4

Langm uir circulation  and m ixed  layer d eep en in g

4 .1  In tr o d u c tio n

Sixty years ago, in 1938, the chemist Irving Langmuir was the  first to de

scribe (Langmuir 1938) what is now considered a  common feature in th e  surface 

m ixed layer (ML) of the ocean. W henever the wind blows over the sea surface, it 

induces subsurface vortices, combined in counter-rotating pairs generally aligned 

w ith the wind direction. After studying them , Langmuir concluded th a t these 

vortices (later named Langmuir circulation) m ust be an essential m echanism  for 

mixing scalars and momentum in the surface layer and thus generating the  com

monly observed oceanic mixed layer.

One-dimensional (1-D) “bulk” ocean boundary layer (OBL) models have 

taken advantage of the concept of “mixed layer” . They assume that buoyancy and 

horizontal velocity are reasonably well homogenized in the ML, w ith a sharp  jum p 

in properties at the ML base, and have either an evolution equation for the ML 

depth  or a  stability criterion th a t determines it. Consequently, the changes in ML 

depth, buoyancy, and horizontal velocity, are calculated in term s of the  surface 

buoyancy flux 5^, the wind stress T, and the differences in buoyancy and velocity 

between the ML and the water ju st below it. Nevertheless, despite Langm uir’s pi

oneering work, these models, as well as more elaborate turbulence closure models
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of the OBL, typically do not explicitly incorporate the effect of Langmuir circula

tion (LC) in  their parameterizations of mixing. However, D ’Alessio, Abdella, and 

McFaxlane (1998) did include Langmuir circulation in their recent model of the 

oceanic m ixed layer.

In the  Price et al. (1986) model (PW P), for example, deepening of the mixed 

layer is accomplished in terms of a bulk Richardson num ber (Rb) criterion which 

states th a t deepening would occur if

A 6 < 2 : ^  (4,1)

where A6, |A u | être the buoyancy and velocity differences, respectively^, between

the ML and just below, h is ML depth, 0.65 is the assumed critical value of Rb

for deepening. This criterion is based on a dimensional argum ent (PhiUips 1977)
1 /2relating the velocity scale (hAb)  of the entrainment-zone shear stress associated 

with A6, which hinders entrainm ent, with the velocity scale |A u | of one of the 

available mechanisms facilitating entrainm ent -  the entrainment-zone shear stress 

associated w ith shear at the bottom  of the ML.

Despite their relative success in data  simulations, PW P and other 1-D bulk 

models are known to sometimes predict too high sea-surface tem peratures (SST) in 

the summer, possibly due to underprediction of the ML depth  (Caspar 1988), al

though it is possible th a t uncertainties and errors in the surface fluxes and episodic 

advection of water of different properties could also explain, at least in part, the 

discrepancies. Thus the ad hoc parameterizations in these models ultim ately im

pose limits on their performance ability.
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In an effort to establish the role of LC in ML deepening, Li and Gar

re tt (1997) exam ined the interaction between LC and preexisting stratification 

using a numerical model. The results of the study are presented, along w ith their 

proposed stability  criterion for deepening of the mixed layer from LC engulfinent. 

Then, a verification of this LC criterion for deepening (and  of th e  bulk Richardson 

number criterion of Price et al (1978), Price et al (1986)) is presented baaed on 

direct estim ates of relevant quantities using data  from th e  LOTUS experim ent. 

Imphcations from the LC criterion for the seasonal and d iurnal restratification of 

the upper ocean are discussed.

4 .2  T h e  LC  c r iter io n  for M L d eep en in g

Li and G arrett (1997), henceforth LG97, exam ined the interaction of LC 

with preexisting stratification. Using the 2-D model of Craik (1977) and Lei- 

bovich (1977a), henceforth CL, they solved numerically th e  equations

where 6 the tem perature, u is the downwind current, Q, =  d w / d y  — d u / d z  the 

downwind vorticity; and are constant eddy viscosity and diffusivity coeffi

cients, respectively, u (z) is the Stokes (mean particle) drift associated with surface
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I. General 

=C >  Wind

A b

II. Linear

Wind

III. Two layer 

= C >  Wind

Fig. 4.1. A schem atic diagram  showing the interaction between Langmuir circu
lation and pre-existing stratification. I: the general problem, II: starting  from a 
linear stratification, and III: starting from a two-layer stratification. Redrawn from 
LG97.

waves; u^{z) =  25'^ exp(2^^z); the second term  on the right-hand side of (4.3) is the 

CL vortex force.

The equations were non-dimensionahzed and solved num erically for three 

kinds of pre-existing stratification (Figure 4.1). These num erical experiments 

showed th a t LC quickly develops and a surface mixed layer is created as growing 

Langmuir cells engulf water from below and homogenize the tem perature within 

it. A tem perature gradient develops at the ML base. For all cases of stratification 

considered, results suggest th a t the mixed layer rapidly deepens a t first, but even

tually stops its growth when the Froude num ber representing com petition between 

vertical penetration and the stratification inhibiting it

w.
F t  = ------- ^

(AA6) 1 /2 (4.5)

reaches a value of about 0.9. In (4.5), is the m aximum downweUing velocity 

generated by Langmuir cells in homogeneous water; A6 is the buoyancy jum p at 

the base of the ML of depth h.
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Li and G arrett (1993) related to the friction velocity u_ by

w,  =dn 0-72 '  La  (4.6)

where

is the  Langmuir num ber (Leibovich 1977b) — the ratio of viscous to inertial forces, 

as one of the m ain nondimensional param eters characterizing LC. Taking a typical 

La  =  0.01 results in an eddy viscosity such th a t vertical velocities from the 

model m atch the observations (Li and G arrett 1993). Thus, the Froude number 

criterion for deepening (4.5) can be w ritten as

A6 =  cu^ jh  (4.8)

i.e. LC will deepen the ML until the buoyancy jum p at its base reaches a certain 

critical stability  value, c % 15.5 and for fully developed seas S^/u^  =

5.75 (Li and G arre tt 1993), so then c % 50, and less in developing seas.

Thus LG97 proposed th a t, in addition to  the bulk Richardson number cri

terion th a t the ML will deepen unless

A6 >  0.65|Au|V/i, (4.9)
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a new LC criterion is used

Ab > 5 0 u / /à .  (4.10)

Comparison between (4.9) and (4.10) suggests that LC will dom inate the 

deepening when

| A u | < 9 u _ %  0.01(7^ (4.11)

i.e. if the velocity difference across the  base of the ML is no greater th an  about 

1% of the wind speed, or less in developing seas. This provides for a way to  check 

the  validity of the new criterion by examining a dataset directly -  one can look for 

cases when |A u | was small enough to allow restratification, but u was big enough 

to prevent it, and examine the actual evolution of the depth of the m ixed layer.

4 .3  V erifica tion  o f th e  LC  c r iter io n  u sing  L O T U S  d a ta

We used data  from the Long-Term Upper-Ocean Study (LOTUS) (Briscoe 

and Weller 1984; S tram m a et al.l986; Price et a/.1987) in the Sargasso Sea. In 

particular, we examined a  continuous 68-day record of tem perature and horizontal 

velocity profiles, available at 15-min intervals, starting in mid-May 1982, as it 

was the longest and had the best spatial resolution in the vertical. We needed to 

estim ate A, A6, and |A u | from data.

We also obtained simultaneous meteorological measurements, as well as near 

sea-surface tem perature estim ates at 0.6 m. The la tte r were, however, increased
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by about 0.06°C as a correction for an apparent instrum ent offset — even when 

the upper ocean appeared to be well mixed a t night, the readings of this sensor 

were system atically lower than th a t of the 5-m sensor by this am ount (Fig. 4.2). 

The data were then interpolated onto an equally-spaced grid w ith A z  =  3m and 

filtered and resampled in tim e to have a cutoff frequency of 1 cycle per hour to 

avoid transient LC behaviour which occurs on a typical tim e-scale of less than  

an hour (Li and G arrett 1997), as the LC criterion was derived using results for 

well-established, quasi-steady LC.

We calculated the wind stress t and therefore from wind-velocity mea

surements at 3m above the ocean surface converted using S m ith ’s (1988) tables. 

From each individual tem perature profile we determined the dep th  of the ML h 

and the depth of the transition layer Here h is defined as the  depth  above 

which the tem perature variation is w ithin 0.02°C, but below which the tem perature 

shows a sharp jum p. The transition layer is the layer of large tem pera tu re  gradi

ent below the m ixed layer, with the depth below which the  gradient becomes 

smaller (Fig. 4.3). These estim ates are somewhat subjective, bu t were checked 

for consistency between successive profiles as well as in tim e in isotherm s. Then 

we determined |A u | and A T  between h and |A u | is defined as th e  vector 

difference between the averaged velocity vector in the ML and th e  velocity vector 

a t depth

Using a  linear equation of sta te , we determined the contribution to the 

buoyancy jum p A b  from the tem perature (A T) and salinity (AS"). T he la tter 

was, subsequently, neglected as being estim ated to be less than  1% th a t of A T. 

Thus we calculated A6 as gccAT,  where g is the gravitational acceleration and
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Fig. 4.2. Time-series of the difference between the tem perature a t a  depth  of 0.6 
m  (considered a  sea-surface tem perature), and the tem perature a t a  depth of 5 
m etres. The surface tem perature is consistently lower by about 0.06 C  even at 
night when the upper ocean appeared well mixed.
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a  = —l /p { d p ld T )  is the tem perature expansion coefiScient. Before proceeding 

further, we identified periods when the 1-D heat balance could not be closed by 

comparing changes to the heat content of the upper 50m of ocean with those 

implied by the local surface heat fiux (Fig. 4.4). For the latter we used a  constant 

value of —160 W m   ̂ for the combined heat loss flux because of unreliable 

hum idity measurements (Price et a/.1987). Despite this uncertainty, periods where 

the two estim ates were grossly incompatible, perhaps due to horizontal advection 

or internal waves, were identified and avoided in the subsequent analysis.

We calculated the normalized quantities

which, according to the criteria, suggest th a t deepening should occur if either Rb^ 

or LC^  exceeds 1. After examining the changes in the ML heat content to rule out 

deepening dom inated by convection, we were able to identify several deepening 

cases.

The caption for Figures 4.5- 4.8 is as follows:

Four separate mixed layer deepening events: (A), (B), (C) and (D). (A) and 

(B) show deepening events dominated by Langmuir circulation, while (C) and (D) 

show deepening events mainly driven by sheax instability. There are five panels 

vertically, (a) Isotherms constructed from conductivity-tem perature-depth (CTD) 

measurements are shown as yellow contour fines for a two-day period. The red fine 

shows the depth of the surface mixed layer while the blue fine shows the depth of the
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Fig. 4.4. Comparison of the heat content estimates for the upper 51 m etres of 
ocean as derived from tem perature profiles (shaded) and as implied from  the  local 
surface heat fluxes (thick black).
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base of traxisition layer. Mixed layer depths shallower than  5 m  cannot be resolved 

by the d a ta  and are drawn as red dashed lines at 5 m. They are excluded from 

the calculations of the flow indices, (b) Tim e series of the normalized stability 

indicators LC^  (light blue line) and Rb^ (plum  line). > 1 should cause

mixed-layer deepening due to Langmuir circulation whereas Rb^ > 1 should cause 

deepening due to shear instability, (c) Tim e series of the wind speed, (d) Successive 

vertical profiles of tem perature during a deepening event. Corresponding depths of 

the m ixed layer and the base of the transition layer are m arked by short horizontal 

lines. Mixed layers shallower than 5 m  and transition layers with bases lying 

outside the figure are not marked, (e) Corresponding indices LC^  (x )  and Rb^ 

(o). The color sequence used in the last two figures is yellow, green, blue, red and 

plum, representing profiles and indices a t half-hour intervals.
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The events illustrated in Fig. 4.5 (A) and Fig. 4.6 (B) are indicative of 

mixed-layer deepening caused by Langmuir circulation. During event (A) the wind 

was approximately constant a t 5 ms and the mixed-layer stayed shallow before 

0300h (local time). Surface cooling caused the mixed layer to deepen from  6 to 9 m 

between 0300h and 0400h. It also greatly reduced the buoyancy jum p at the mixed- 

layer base [compare the yellow and blue hnes in (A) (Panel 4)]. This precipitated 

a rapid penetrative deepening [compare the blue and red lines in (A) (Panel 4)], 

although the heat content within the mixed layer was approxim ately conserved 

during this period. The Langmuir circulation index LC^  stayed close to 1 though 

decreasing slightly as the layer deepened. The second event, B, occurred in the 

afternoon when solar heating warmed the water. The index LC^  was initially 

larger than  Rh^ and above the critical value of 1, suggesting that the mixed layer 

was unstable to Langmuir circulation deepening, possibly associated with a tim e 

lag in the response of the wave field to increasing wind. (Before this, the  mixed 

layer depth  was less than 5 m and so not resolvable.) Mixed-layer deepening, and 

a reduction in LC  then occurred.n

The deepening events in Fig. 4.7 (C) and Fig. 4.8 (D) involved Rb^. In 

C, in the early morning, Rh^ relaxed from a supercritical value as the mixed 

layer deepened. In event (D), surface coofing initially reduced the tem perature 

in a shallow surface layer [compare the yellow and green lines in (D) (Panel 4)]. 

The buoyancy jum p A6 was thus reduced, causing both indices Rb^ and LC^  to 

be greater than I. Subsequently the mixed layer rapidly deepened. Langmuir 

circulation and shear instability may both have contributed to the deepening.
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4 .4  Im p lic a tio n s  fo r u p p e r  o c e a n  re s tra t if ic a tio n

Judging from  the data  analysis presented in the previous section, there 

is some evidence th a t LC may, though perhaps only occasionally, dom inate the 

deepening of the surface mixed layer. Note that the LC criterion (4.10) does not 

depend on a velocity jum p, but instead is a function of the friction velocity that 

is to say of the surface wind forcing. As such, it might be large enough to  command 

ML deepening even when the buoyancy jump at the ML base is large enough to 

indicate a stable m ixed layer according to the shear stability criterion (4.9). This 

has im portant im plications for the formation of the thermocline on a seasonal and 

diurnal time-scale.

Consider a  deep winter ML. When the heating season starts, increased inso

lation may cause a  new, shallow ML to be formed if only the Rb  shear criterion is 

used. Once formed, the ML can stabilize itself, as Rb of the mixed layer increases 

(the ML heat content hAb  is conserved, but |A u| decreases) as ML deepens. How

ever, according to the new criterion, if hAb  <  initially, the new ML will

not be able to stabilize at a new shallow depth as LC^  would not change as ML 

deepens - a new shallow ML cannot be formed. Therefore LC m ay prevent the 

formation of the seasonal thermocline in early spring unless the wind drops for a 

sufEcient tim e to enable the establishment of a new ML with hAb  large enough to 

overcome 50u^^, where is the friction velocity when the wind resumes. Taking 

the surface buoyancy flux =  10 ‘ s ^ and =  0.01ms a  typical tim e
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would be

50u
15hrs. (4-13)

- 2where Q is the net heat flux, taken as 400 is a typical water density, and

Cp is th e  specific heat of water. Of course, t can be much shorter if u is less, Q is 

larger, an d /o r the sea state is not fully developed.

Several studies have examined or com m ented on the rapid transition from a 

deep w inter ML to a shallow sum m er ML (Elsberry and Garwood 1978; Elsberry 

and Raney 1978; Plueddemann et a/.1995). D ata and modelling studies show th a t 

the transition  takes place in a single d iurnal cycle. Elsberry and Raney (1978) 

em phasize th a t the key synoptic feature is an extended period of low winds during 

a tim e of net downward (i.e. heating th e  ocean) heat flux, and that a period of 

several days with such conditions can establish a stable seasonal therm ocline for 

th a t year.

Thus the form of the LC criterion suggests that LC m ay delay the  form ation 

of a  shallow mixed layer and a shallow seasonal thermocline. From the  same 

argum ent it follows that LC may also delay daytim e restratification of ML and 

form ation of a  diurnal thermocline.
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C h a p ter  5

Isopycnal heaving and its  effect on entrainm ent

5 .1  I n tr o d u c t io n

T he dynamics of the upper ocean determ ines the thickness of the relatively 

well-mixed surface layer (ML) and, consequently, the value and evolution of the 

sea-surface tem perature (SST). It is im portant to be able to predict the correct SST 

given the  surface forcing, as the sea-surface tem perature provides for a feedback 

to the atm osphere.

One-dimensional models of the ML, w hether employing the dynamical in

stability  concept (e.g. the PW P model (Price et a/.19S6), as used in Archer et 

al. (1993)), or formulated in terms of a vertically-varying eddy diffusivity (K- 

theory models, e.g. Mellor and Yamada (1974; 1982), as used in Kantha and 

Clayson (1994), also the K PP model of Large et al. (1994)), have frequently added 

a small background, or ambient, vertical diffusivity Here we will restrict the 

discussion to diffusion of heat only. This is to represent, for example, the effects 

of in term itten t mixing in the thermocline associated with internal wave activity, 

molecular diffusion, and other processes not accounted for in models. Background 

diffusivity is usually taken as a constant, spatially and temporally (M artin 1985).

This chapter will first review previous findings on the sensitivity of model 

ou tpu t to  th e  value of w ith the general trend  being th a t an increase in 

leads to  a  decrease in SST and a deeper ML.
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In order to explain this sensitivity it is shown that there is a relationship 

between and the rate of entrainm ent = dh /d t  if dh/dt  >  0, zero otherwise. 

Increasing results in (I) direct redistribution of heat from the ML to the 

thermocline below it; (2) facilitation of entrainm ent across the ML base, thus 

causing a decrease in SST. I infer from the formulae that it is expected that the 

term  involving will be im portant in the sum m er months. Results for runs with 

a Level 2 MeUor-Yamada model w ith an added background diffusion are presented.

Next, the  process of isopycnal heaving by non-breaking internal waves is 

examined, and its mean effect on entrainm ent. Seasonal model runs for different 

heaving param eters are presented. Then a three-day period in the summ er months 

is examined to infer how heaving causes additional entrainm ent. A heaving number 

Rjj to characterize heaving is proposed. A correspondence between heaving and 

model runs is presented, with the aim of param eterizing heaving by a back

ground diffusivity. Equivalent background diffusivity values are calculated for the 

sites/datasets th a t previous ML model studies sim ulated with showing that 

the internal wave heaving can explain a  significant part of the need for in ML

models. Next, another scheme for parameterizing heaving is suggested, involving
1 /2scaling down the stability velocity scale (hAb)  . The resulting seasonal % — 

curves appear to be tte r simulate the seasonal evolution of SST in the heaving runs.

5 .2  M o d e ls  an d  s e n s it iv it ie s  to  th e  b ack grou n d  d iffu s iv ity

M artin (1985) carried out a comparison of simulations at OWS P and OWS 

N using different 1-D ML models (MY2; MY2.5: Niiler, Garwood). He also per

formed sensitivity studies, one of which was to the value of ambient, or background.
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diffusivity. For a  range of from 2 x 10 ^rn^s  ̂ to 4 x 1 0   ̂ he obtained

a maximum change in SST a t the end of sum m er of about 1.5°C (see his Table 

3), and also noted th a t the effects of am bient diffusion are largest in the sum m er 

when the gradient a t the  ML base is strong and the ML is shallow.

Caspar et al. (1988) compared bulk and K-theory models at OWS Papa. 

They investigated the  effects of heat diffusion in the therm ocline by performing 

runs with =  0; 1 x 10 5 x 10 ^rn^s They rem arked th a t =  5 x

10 ^rn^s  ̂ gives a p icture inconsistent with observations, w ith a lower SST than 

observed and a  too diffuse thermocline (their Figs. 4, 5). Consequently the value 

for that they used was 1 x 10 ^.

Caspar et al. (1990) test their K-theory model at LOTUS site and at OWS 

Papa. Their m odel has a background diffusivity proportional to the value of 

turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). They impose a minimum value of TK E =  

l/'2q =  10 equivalent to ~  1 x 10 ^rr^s  ̂ below the ML. The model

shows sensitivity to  this value and they rem ark that using =  10

«  1 X  10 ^nr^s )̂ “grossly underestim ates the tem perature gradient in 

the thermocline” .

K antha and Clayson (1994) make an attem pt to  correct the system atic 

underprediction of ML depth due to insufficient mixing in a  MY m o d e l. They add 

a  vertical diffusivity imm ediately below the ML, i.e. in the therm ocline and below, 

utiUzing the scheme for interior mixing from Large et al. (1994) who used a base 

value of =  1 x  10 ^rr^s They apply these diffusivities in the thermocline, 

below the base of the ML which is defined by the value of twice the TK E, 

dropping below 10 ^rr^s ^. They rem ark th a t they needed to  use a typical value
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for the diffusivity below the ML of 5 x 10 five times greater than th e

one used by Large et al. (1994), explaining their choice with the “necessity for th e  

high values of m ixing”. In addition, they add a  constant background diffusivity of 

1 X  10 so the effective increase over Large et aUs values is six-fold.

This again can be interpreted as an indirect indication that their m odel’s 

o u tpu t was sensitive to the value of in the thermocline. In fact, when sim 

ulating two weeks worth of LOTUS data, they rem ark that without mixing in 

the therm ocline their model would overestim ate th e  sea-surface tem perature by 

1.0° -  2.5°C.

All th is seems to suggest th a t, although very small compared with the 

diffusion w ithin the mixed layer, background diffusion in the thermocline below the  

m ixed layer does have an appreciable effect on entrainm ent. The value required 

to give agreem ent between model predictions of SST and data varies from 1 to 6 

xlO  ^rn^s ^. and a typical value is 1 x 10 ^rr^s ^.

5 .2 .1  A  r e la t io n sh ip  b etw een  b ack grou n d  d iffu s io n  and en tra in m en t

Neglecting horizontal variability and mean upwelling, the equation for the  

mean tem perature  T  is:

'^0  p

where d / d z  T  J  is the divergence of the turbulent heat flux and I[z) is the flux 

profile for the penetrating part of the insolation.
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The concept of a relatively well-mixed surface layer of depth A, with a 

tem perature (and velocity) difference AT (A17) across its base is utilized in the so 

called bulk ML models. Integrating (5.1) and using the usual boundary conditions 

as in C hapter 2, we get

dT  —!—r Q
'‘■rff “  ”  ^ ^  (5.2)

where w T  (—A) is the turbulent flux across the ML base.

Let w T  be used up entirely to bring colder water across the tem perature 

difference A T  and mix it w ith the water in the ML so that the ML deepens at a 

rate w^. Then in bulk model formulation the turbulent flux across the ML base is 

param eterized by

w T  (—A) =  —w ^ A T  (5.3)

e.g. Niiler and Kraus (1977).

In K-theory models, alternatively, one assumes that mixing is accomplished 

as needed by a large vertical diffusivity K^(z),  which is a function of the flow via, 

for example, the gradient Richardson number. The turbulent flux is param eterized

clS

d T
w T  {z) = - K ^ { z ) ~ .  (5.4)
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Let the K-theory model have a background diffusivity term  as well. Then, 

integrated over the ML, the equation for the sea-surface tem perature is

dT  Fi t  fit (1
' i f  = ^  (5.S)

p

If bo th  models produce identical results, we can formally write

.  +  (5.6)

where would be the entrainment rate  for the model with background diffusion.

Note th a t (5.6) does not imply tha t the entrainment rate for the case o f a

model with background diffusivity is a sum m ation of the entrainm ent rate term  

from a K^{z) model and from the term  involving the vertical tem perature 

profile d T / dz  (and also A T) will be different when background diffusivity is added. 

Equation (5.6) simply relates to and K^(z) without implying that in 

the case with and K^{z) is larger than in the case with K^(z) alone. 

Although we cannot prove with this analytical approach th a t wiU result in 

more entrainm ent, models demonstrate this to be the case.

W hen would we expect that the last term  on the right-hand side of (5.6) is 

significant? We need to use the fact th a t K^{—h) depends on the flow, whereas 

/C  does not. If the conditions are such th a t e.g. the local Richardson num berbg °

is above its critical value, then K^{—h) would be identically zero. In addition, we 

seek a situation when |Ç (—h) is large, and A T  is small, as this maximizes the  

second term  on the right-hand side of (5.6).
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All th ree requirem ents can be satisfied in the  sum m er season, as then the ML 

is shallow, w ith a  relatively small tem perature difference, but with a large gradient 

at its base set mainly by mechanical stirring sharpening the interface. Thus the 

expectation is th a t background diffusivity might influence more noticeably ML 

entrainm ent under conditions of net heating. We tu rn  to modeUing next to confirm 

or rebut th is hypothesis.

5-2 .2  S e a so n a l ru n s w ith  a  M Y -2  m o d e l

We use a  standard  version of the MeUor-Yamada level 2 (Mellor and Yamada 

1974; Mellor and Yam ada 1982) 1-D ML model. T he variable vertical diffusivity 

a t each dep th  level is a  product of the length scale, the rms turbulent velocity, 

and a dimensionless function of the local Richardson num ber Rff. This function is 

positive when Rff is below the critical value, and zero otherwise.

F irst, three integrations were performed using different values for 

0; 1 X 10 ^;5 X 10  ̂ — to check for the expected sensitivity to the value

of background diffusion. These initial runs were for a  duration of 50 days each. 

The forcing applied consisted of a constant wind stress of 0.1 Pa, and a diurnal 

heating/cooling cycle w ith a zero daily mean. The tim e-step dt =  2 seconds; grid- 

size dz — Z m etres. T he lower part of the model dom ain has a hnear tem perature 

gradient of about 7.7 x 10 ^ K m

Results from  these three runs are combined in Figure 5.1, showing th e  initial 

and the th ree final tem perature profiles. The SST decreases as increases, and 

the therm ocline becomes more diffuse.
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T prafUesüNrrand RN (50th day), forKbgsQ.Q;ie-5*.5d-5. Daily Qt̂ C.O. f^W cau(= 0 .l Pa

-50

-100

-ISO
14 15 15^

Temperature, [degC]

Fig. 5.1. Tem perature profiles after 50-day rims with the MY-2 model for differ
ent background diffusivity values, and for forcing with zero m ean to ta l heat flux, 
constant eastward wind stress of 0.1 Pa. From right to left a t the  surface: initial 
profile; 50th day final profiles for =  0; 1 x 10 5 x 10
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Next, we rvin the model over a seasonal cycle, with varying heat fluxes and 

winds (Fig. 5.2) as used in Chapter 3. Figure 5.3 shows the three hysteresis curves 

of SST versus heat content 'H, and the sensitivity to is obvious - there is 

more than 4 degrees difference in the seasonal SST m axim um  between runs with 

=  1 X 10  ̂ cLnd =  5 x 10 for example. The loops are

closed, ensuring th a t there is no appreciable net effect of the background diffusion 

on the model’s ability to repeat the same values year after year.

The loops seem to diverge from one another during the summer months 

of June, July, and August, when there is a shallow ML, cychng up and down 

diurnally, with background diffusion influencing the ML depth (and SST) indirectly 

by weakening the tem perature jum p at the base of the mixed layer, thus facilitating 

instability and entrainm ent.

There are a few sharp slumps in SST towards the end of the summer for all 

three model loops. Those reflect sudden deepenings of the mixed layer. A close 

look at these events (not shown) reveals that at these points in tim e the mixed 

layer is very shallow, only 2 grid-points, and so the SST is extrem ely sensitive to 

it, as ML deepening by another grid-point is equivalent to a  50% increase in ML 

depth. The characteristic shape of the diffusivity profile is not resolved at all at 

those shallow depths. Thus it seems quite likely that these events do not reflect real 

physics but are artefacts of the inability to resolve the vertical diffusivity profile 

properly.
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Idealized forcing

=  200

0.15■o

til

Time of year

Fig. 5.2. Idealized forcing with zero mean annual heat flux. Top: insolation Q^, 
to tal heat loss (the sum of sensible, latent, and longwave), and to ta l heat flux 
Qrj.. Bottom: eastward wind stress r^.
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Fig. 5.3. Seasonal runs with MY-2 m odel for two different background diffusivity 
values: 1 x 10 m  s  ̂ (middle), and  5 x 10 m s  ̂ (bottom ). Com pare the 
m axim um  seasonal SST a t the end of sum m er with the reference =  0 (top)
case).
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5 .3  E ffec ts  o f iso p y cn a l h eav in g  o n  e n tra in m e n t

All quoted studies seem to suggest tha t models are sensitive to the value of 

background diffusivity. It is thus im portant to establish whether represents 

m ixing processes in the thermocline or is a proxy for processes om itted  firom the 

models.

One such process is isopycnal heaving in the thermocline due to non-breaking 

in ternal waves. This refers to the periodic up-down movement of isopycnals, which 

leads to stretching and compressing of the mixed layer. 1 examine the sensitivity 

of the  mean entrainm ent rate to the heaving at the base of the mixed layer by con

sidering a modification of the PW P ML model that allows for periodic isopycnal 

displacement superimposed on the other variability. Results from seasonal runs 

w ith this model and idealized forcing axe presented, along with estim ates of the 

equivalent background diffusivity.

5 .3 .1  A  m o d e l w ith  isopycnal h e a v in g

Isopycnal heaving is a ubiquitous feature below the mixed layer, as evident 

from time-series of tem perature profiles e.g. from the LOTUS experim ent in the 

Sargasso Sea (Fig. 5.4). It is interesting to note that the periods and am plitudes 

of the  oscillations do not vary appreciably with depth, and are more or less the 

sam e throughout the thermocline and below it.

Theoretically, the frequency of the internal waves can range from the lo

cal inertial frequency /  to the local buoyancy frequency N . In the deeper ocean.
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Fig. 5.4. Ten-day tim e series isopycnal plot of depth, versus time, from the LOTUS 
dataset. Note the coherent heaving movement of isopycnals regardless of depth. 
Also shown is the estim ated mixed layer depth.
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where the  stratification is usually weak compared to the  seasonal therm ocline, typ

ical internal waves have vertical displacements (am plitudes) of the  order of tens 

of m eters and periods from tens of minutes to m any hours (G arre tt and Munk 

1979). In the upper ocean, however, internal waves have smaller am plitudes and 

shorter periods. Dillon and Caldwell (1980) observed internal waves in the upper 

200 m etres at OWS Papa, as part of the MILE experim ent (Davis et a/.1981a). 

They report a range of frequencies from 2.5 to 4 cph, with am plitudes from 0.7 

to 2.5 m etres (Levine et g/.1983). Burenkov and Vasilkov (1987) observed internal 

waves in the vicinity of the Mascarene Ridge in the upper 150 m etres of ocean, 

with am plitudes ranging from 2 to 4 metres and frequencies of up to  6 cph. Kase 

and Clarke (1978) m ade m easurem ents in the upper 60 metres at the CATE ex

perim ent, and found internal waves with frequencies in the 2-5 cph range and 

am plitudes from 1 to 2 m etres. Pinkel and Anderson (1992) looked at d a ta  from 

the PATCHEX experim ent (Brainerd and Cregg 1993) and found internal waves, 

very coherent w ith depth, of 1-2 cph frequency and am plitude of up to 5 metres. 

LOTUS data  (Briscoe and Weller 1984) presented in Figure 5.4 show internal waves 

with frequencies less than  1 cph and typical am plitudes of 5 m etres or less.

In order to exam ine the mean effect of isopycnal heaving on entrainm ent 

in m ore detail, 1 have chosen to switch from the MY model to a simpler and 

com putationally faster model —  the Price-Weller-Pinkel (PW P) model, and use 

better vertical resolution.

The Price-WeUer-Pinkel model, as discussed in Chapter 2, is a  simple 1-D 

mixed layer model which relies on static and dynam ic stability  criteria for mix

ing. Despite its simplicity, it is known to perform adequately under a  wide range
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of conditions, as a ttested  in various model inter-comparison and sim ulation stud

ies (M artin 1986; Schudlich. and Price 1992; Crawford 1993; K antha and  Clayson 

1994; Large and Crawford 1995; Plueddem ann et a/.1995). Its partia l m ixing below 

the mixed layer, dependent on the gradient Richardson number Rg, is an  a ttem pt 

to sim ulate the effect of unresolved processes in the thermochne, and to  achieve 

more realistic-looking profiles w ithout a  sharp jum p at the ML base. Since this 

chapter deals with process studies in the therm ocline and in view of the ques

tions about the im plem entation of the gradient Richardson num ber criterion, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, it seems prudent to switch off the Rg criterion for ther

mocline mixing and instead either add a background diffusivity, as done e.g. in 

Archer et al. (1993), or add a heaving routine, as required.

Before going into model studies of heaving using the PW P model, we have 

to  establish the sensitivity of its output to background diffusion in  the m anner 

in which it was done previously with the MY model. Recall from MY model 

runs that increasing had the effect of lowering the seasonal SST maximum. 

Running a PW P model with different background diffusivities, not surprisingly, 

produces a similar picture. Figure 5.5 presents seasonal model runs for three 

values: 0.7 x 10 ^rn^s  ̂ (1), 1 x 1 0  ^m^-s  ̂ (2), and 5 x 1 0  ^rn^s  ̂ (3). Those are 

compared with the reference (top) case.

Thus the modified PW P model w ith added background diffusivity exhibits 

sensitivity to the value of consistent w ith previous studies and o ther models 

(compare Figs. 5.3 and 5.5). Hence we proceed with a process s tudy  of isopycnal 

heaving using this model.
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PWP runs with K^=0.7x10”® (1). 1.0x10"® (2). 1.5x10"® (3)
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Fig. 5.5. Seasonal runs with the PW P model for three different background diffu
sivity values: 0.7 x 10 ^m^s  ̂ (1), 1 x 10  ̂ (2), and 1.5 x 10 ^m^s  ̂ (3).
Also shown for comparison is the reference =  0 (top) case).
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The PW P model was amended with an idealized heaving routine with a pre

scribed single representative am phtude and period/ frequency. The 1-D equations 

for tem perature and currents at each grid-point are

f = - É R '  (=■')

where

(fe")

(5.10)

and

Z  = Z{p = const.^t), (5.11)

so W  is simply the prescribed rate of change of an isopycnaPs depth with time.

denotes the representative amplitude of th e  internal wave, is the period of 

the wave, and h is the ML depth.

Figure 5.6 is an isopycnal plot of dep th  versus tim e for a  24-hour period, 

and shows a typical ou tput firom the modified PW P model. Heaving is performed 

with the same am plitude and period below the  mixed layer, in accordance with 

observations, and is attenuated  firom its constant value a t the  base of the ML to
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Heaving isopycnals from PWP model, day 202
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Fig. 5.6. One-day (year-day 202) modified PW P model ou tpu t showing heaving 
isopycnals (th in  lines) and mixed layer depth (thick black line).
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zero a t the surface. This seems to  be a good first order representation of the 

non-brealdng wave field below the  mixed layer. Changes in horizontal current due 

to waves are not considered, as d W /d z  =  0 at the ML depth and below, and 

constant within the ML, where U  and V  are represented only by averaged for the 

mixed layer values. Moreover, the  1-D model has no horizontal variability, hence 

no horizontal advection is supported or considered.

To explore the m ean effect of heaving on entrainm ent, model runs with 

different internal wave am plitudes and periods, and different am plitude-period 

ratios, were performed. The range considered for is from 2 to 5 m etres, and 

the range for is from 0.4 to 2.4 hours, corresponding to a 0.4-2.5 cph frequency 

range.

5 .3 .2  S ea son a l ru n s w ith  d iffe re n t h ea v in g  p a ra m eters

The PW P model with heaving, as described above, was run over a  seasonal 

cycle, and forced with the same idealized forcing as before (the forcing is shown on 

Fig. 5.2). Because the net yearly-m ean heat flux is zero, the curve of sea-surface 

tem perature versus heat content forms a closed loop. Regardless of the m ixed layer 

dynamics in the heating season, a t the end of the winter the model ocean achieves 

a m axim um  mixed layer depth, resetting its properties. This serves as a  good 

reference point from which model runs with different heaving param eters can be 

compared in the way they influence the evolution of the sea-surface tem perature, 

especially in the sum m er m onths. The initial tem perature profile used for these 

seasonal runs is
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Z [m] T(z) [deg.C]

0.0 16.5

-50.0 16.2

-70.0 14.5

-200.0 13.5

with a linear interpolation between these points. However, the particular initial 

profile and/or the deep ocean stratification tu rn  out to be unim portant and do not 

affect the results of this study, as will be shown later.

The latitude chosen for the model runs is 30 degrees N so the  model is run 

in subtropical conditions, characterized by a shallow summer m ixed layer and a 

large seasonal variation in sea-surface tem perature. The effects of ML dynamics 

on SST are thus amplified, making it a favourable setup for exploring the effects 

of heaving on entrainm ent.

We will adopt the m axim um  change (from a reference case) in SST at the 

end of summer as a criterion for comparison of different heaving runs

w ith a reference, no-heaving, case. This is in accordance with M artin  (1985) and 

others, who used this criterion in their sensitivity studies of the effect of background 

diffusivity.

Figure 5.7 presents typical results from the first set of experim ents, where 

the internal wave period was fixed and the wave am phtude was varied. All three 

loops converge in the winter to a point with maximum ML depth and minimum 

SST of about 14°C. The top curve is the reference case with no heaving. Its sea- 

surface tem perature peahs at about 31°C at the end of summer. T he middle curve
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T =1.6hrs; A =2.0m (1 ), 5.0m (2)
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Fig. 5.7. Seasonal runs with, a  modified PW P model for two different am plitudes 
of isopycnal heaving: =  2.0m (1), and =  5.0m (2), w ith a fixed wave period
T  of 1.6 h. Those are compared to the reference (top) no-heaving case.
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— a model run with heaving with 2 m  am plitude — has a m arkedly lower SST 

m axim um , peaking a t about 28° C. Increasing the wave am plitude to 5 metres leads 

to further decrease in the maximum SST (bottom  curve). The system atic differ

ences between the three loops arise during conditions of net heating. The runs with 

heaving diverge from the reference case, suggesting a m ean additional entrainm ent, 

hence incorporating colder water from below and lowering the SST throughout the 

sum m er months. W ith  a fixed wave period, increasing the am plitude of the heav

ing leads to  more en trainm ent and lower SST. This can also be seen on Figure 5.8 

presenting ML depth tim e series from  these two runs. In both panels, the soUd 

black hnes depict the daily range of ML depth  for the reference case. Compared 

to  it, the nighttim e, seasonal mixed layer for a  heaving run with =  2.0m (top 

panel) is slightly deeper during the spring shallowing while the shallow seasonal 

therm ocline is being established; there are also episodic deepenings th a t entrain 

colder w ater into the ML throughout the  summer. As the seasonal SST maximum 

is achieved around days 250-255, it is significant th a t the ML in the heaving case 

sta rts  to deepen well before that tim e, thus causing a lower SST m axim um  for the 

year. The mixed layer depth for the heaving run with =  5.0m (bottom  panel) 

exhibits very similar features, but in a more pronounced way. The system atically 

deeper nighttim e ML during the spring m onths and at mid-year is more evident, 

and the deepening before the seasonal SST m axim um  is attained  sta rts  even earher 

and is more emphasized.

In the next set of experiments, typical results of which are presented in 

Figure 5.9, we fix the am phtude at 2 m etres, and vary the heaving period. Again, 

the top curve is the reference case w ith  no heaving. The curve labeled (1) is a
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Fig. 5.8. Mixed layer depth from a modified PW P model for two different am 
plitudes of isopycnal heaving: =  2.0m (top panel), and =  5.0m (bottom
panel), w ith a  fixed wave period of 1.6 h. Those are compared to the mixed 
layer depth (daily range) for the reference case.
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Fig. 5.9. Seasonal runs with a modified PW P model for three different periods of 
isopycnal heaving: = 2.4 h (1), =  1.2 h (2), and =  0.4 h (3), w ith a
fixed wave am phtude of of 2.0m. Those are compared to the reference (top) 
no-heaving case.
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model n m  with heaving, w ith a period of 2.4 h. The SST m axim um  is a t about 

29 C, lower than the reference case. Decreasing the wave period to 1.2 h leads 

to further decrease of the m axim um  SST (curve (2)). Curve (3), with the lowest 

m axim um  sea-surface tem perature of about 26°C, is a result of a model run  with 

the shortest period, 0.4 h, of the three. Again, the system atic differences between 

the three loops arise during conditions of net heating. W ith a fixed wave am plitude, 

decreasing the period of the heaving leads to more entrainm ent, and lower SST.

Figure 5.10 presents ML depth  tim e series from the heaving runs w ith =  

1.2 h (top panel), and =  0.4 k  (bottom  panel). As in Fig. 5.8, the  solid 

black hnes depict the daily range of ML depth  for the reference case. The ML for 

the heaving runs exhibits the sam e features as described before. Decreasing the 

wave period emphasizes the ex tra  deepening, especiaUy the deepening before the 

seasonal SST maximum is estabHshed.

The results from these sets of experim ents suggest th a t heaving m ight have 

a  significant mean effect on en trainm ent, and lower the sea-surface tem perature 

in the summ er in a system atic way. In order to try  to understand what exactly 

happens when heaving is present, we take a  detailed look at a  three-day period, 

days 200—202, in the summer.

5 .3 .3  A  d e ta iled  lo o k  a t a  th r e e -d a y  p e r io d  in  th e  su m m e r

It was dem onstrated in the  previous section tha t a model run with heaving 

results in the sea-surface tem perature diverging from the reference SST in a  sys

tem atic way, under conditions of net ocean heating. But how does heaving cause 

this? Let us consider a three-day period, from day 200 to 202 (i.e. 3 days in the
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Fig. 5.10. Mixed layer depth from a modified PW P model for two different periods 
of isopycnal heaving: =  1.2 h (top panel), and =  0.4 h (bo ttom  panel), with
a fixed wave am plitude of 2.0 m. Those are compared to the m ixed layer depth 
(daily range) for the reference ca.se.
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second half of July). The last tem perature and currents profiles from the reference 

model output, before the s ta rt of day 200, were given as an initial condition to a 

model with the same tim e-step and vertical resolution, but with heaving with an 

am plitude of 2 metres and a period of 1.6 h. The heaving model was run for 3 days, 

then the tem perature profiles were averaged over the heaving period, for both the 

reference and the heaving runs. The resulting contour plots of m ean tem perature 

as a function of depth and tim e are presented in Figure 5.11. As the mixed layer 

depth is of the order of 10 m etres during this period, only the top 20 m etres of the 

model ocean are showed. The top panel is the reference case. There is a relatively 

strong summer thermocline a t a depth of about 9 metres, and each diurnal cycle 

is clearly visible. The sea-surface tem perature steadily increases due to the net 

daily heating and reaches a m aximum of 26.7°C at noon on the th ird  day. The 

bottom  panel shows tem perature contours for the heaving case. The thermocline 

appears more diffuse and a bit warmer e.g. at a depth of 9 metres. The SST 

does not increase so rapidly, in fact the first diurnal peak is not resolved by the 

pseudo-color scheme, in contrast with the reference case. By noon on the  th ird  

day the SST is almost a half degree lower indicating entrainment due to heaving.

Let us now examine an even more revealing plot — of the mean tem perature 

difference between the two cases. The difference of T  — T , is presented inh eav . r e / .  ^

Figure 5.12. The first tem perature difference profile was subtracted from aU the 

other profiles as well, to make the reference, background field exactly zero, shown 

in the figure in orange. Both cases were subject to the same net heating, so all 

tem perature differences emerging with tim e must be due to the different patterns of 

entrainm ent. As constructed, a  positive difference (color-coded with a red palette)
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Fig. 5.11. Contour plots of depth, versus time, for days 200-202. Top panel: mean 
(over a  heaving period) tem perature contours for the reference case (no heaving). 
B ottom  panel: mean tem perature contours for a heaving case w ith an amplitude 
of 2 metres and a period of 1.6 hours. The plots show the upper 20 metres of 
model ocean.
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Fig. 5.12. Contour plot of depth, versus tim e, for days 200-202, of the m ean tem 
perature difference (over a heaving period) between the  reference case (no heaving) 
and a  heaving case with an am plitude of 2 m etres and a period of 1.6 hours. The 
plot shows th e  upper 20 m etres of model ocean. The mixed layer depth, for the 
reference case is shown in white.
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indicates waxmer water in the heaving case, and a negative difference (color-coded 

w ith a  blue palette) indicates colder water in the heaving case. The m ixed layer 

depth  for the reference case is also shown for comparison.

From the first day, at daytim e a characteristic p a tte rn  emerges, indicating 

th a t in the  heaving case there is colder (than  the reference) water within th e  mixed 

layer, and warmer (that the reference) water below it, in the diurnal therm ocline. 

At night the daytim e shallow diurnal thermocline is destroyed, and with it th e  p a t

te rn  disappears, to reappear on the following day. In the seasonal therm ocline the 

analogous colder-warmer “dipole” is established and m aintained, getting stronger 

w ith tim e, suggesting that differences between the reference case and the  heaving 

case increase. This pattern is characteristic of entrainm ent of colder w ater into a 

deepening mixed layer.

Physically, the entrainm ent due to heaving can be explained as follows. As 

the non-breaking internal waves pass through the thermocline, they periodically 

move the ML base up and down, thus stretching and compressing the m ixed layer. 

Let us suppose tha t the mixed layer is stable, i.e. no deepening occurs. W hen such 

a layer is stretched, it becomes even more stable, as evident from the sim ple dy

nam ic stability criterion in the P W P  model involving the bulk Richardson num ber: 

Rb =  (^aA A T /A n^), where h is the  ML depth. However, when this m ixed layer 

is compressed, there might be tim es when it will become unstable (the closer to 

m arginal stability before compressing the  ML is, the m ore likely is this to  happen) 

and subsequently deepen, entraining colder water from below. Therefore th e  m ean 

effect of heaving is likely to be net deepening and entrainm ent, and we saw this in 

the m odel results.
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Since the dium al thermocline is destroyed each night, it is likely th a t, in 

the heaving run, there will not be any im portant memory retained about the 

shallow daytime stratification and accumulated SST differences with respect to 

the reference case. This would imply that it is the seasonal thermocline —  the 

strongly stratified layer between the daily maximum ML depth and the relatively 

weakly stratified ocean below it —  that is more im portant (along with seasonal ML 

depth variability) for establishing any systematic differences due to entrainm ent 

from heaving. Figure 5.13 presents a comparison between a heaving run (curve 

(1) from Fig. 5.7) w ith = 2.0 m  and =  1.6 h and a run with the same 

heaving parameters, but with heaving switched off between the hours of 8:00am 

and 4:00pm local tim e each day, when a shallow diurnal thermocline is m aintained. 

The resulting H  — T^ loops do not differ significantly from each other, suggesting 

the relative unim portance of daytim e entrainm ent from heaving.

5 .3 .4  H ea v in g  n u m b er

Heaving with a given am plitude and period results in lower sea-surface 

tem peratures, the m axim um  seasonal SST difference between it and the reference 

case being The larger the amplitude and /o r the shorter the period, the

larger is. However, does not increase linearly w ith heaving am pli

tude/period; instead the increments get smaller as if the SST difference becomes 

less sensitive to the entrainm ent from heaving.
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Fig. 5.13. Seasonal runs with, a modified PW P model for a heaving with =  
2.0 m  and = 1.6 h: original run with continuous heaving (1) and a run with 
heaving switched off from 8:00am to 4:00pm each, day (2). The no-heaving case is 
also shown for reference.
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Combining these results, let us introduce a  non-dimensional num ber to char

acterize heaving —  a heaving number R^:

A  7%
1̂% =  (5.12)

sE w

where is the dium al period; and are the internal wave (heaving) ampli

tude and period, respectively; is the average seasonal mixed layer depth when 

a shallow seasonal thermocline is m aintained is averaged over days 121-270). 

As we are trying to relate heaving to  en trainm ent and to changes in SST,

is a relevant scale as the larger it is, the  less sensitive the SST is to additional 

entrainm ent from heaving, reflects the atm ospheric forcing and the processes, 

hke heaving, th a t influence ML dynamics. I t averages about 16 m for our case. It 

is not dependent on the initial profile, or on the deep ocean stratification. This 

is because the shallow seasonal thermocline is established each year from a “clean 

slate” (Stommel et a/. 1969) on top of a deep mixed layer. Indeed, model runs with 

different initial and deep stratifications (not shown) confirm this, yielding identical 

for the same forcing and heaving. The deep stratification only changes the 

m axim um  ML depth, and therefore the m inim um  SST, for the year.

Support for as introduced, to characterize heaving also comes from non-

dimensionalizing the tem perature equation (5.7). Scaling tem perature with A 7^^ 

—  th e  average seasonal tem perature difference a t the base of the ML; tim e with

— the  diurnal period; ML depth/length w ith and integrating f  ^ dz over the 

m ixed layer to obtain an equation for the nondim ensional sea-surface tem perature
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and the entrainm ent ra te  (scaled with one obtains

dT A T  ^  A T  f  T ^ \  Q
i t  ~ “ "T + = rcft\ w / O p

SO it is the  heaving num ber th a t multiplies the vertical advection term  associ

ated w ith heaving. However, the form of this term  indicates th a t, in addition to 

heaving might also depend directly on the nondimensional frequency T ^fT ^ . 

To check this, we present in Figure 5.14 results for A T J ^ ^ ,  for 5 pairs of heaving 

runs. Each pair has the sam e but different T ^{T ^ . Four out of the five pairs 

show a decrease in A T ^ ^  (i.e. less entrainment) with an increase in heaving fre

quency. T he fifth pair has the  opposite tendency. However, the variability for a 

typical two-fold increase in T ^ /T ^  is 10 percent of A T ^ ^  or less. We therefore 

conclude th a t R ^  alone is reasonably adequate for characterizing heaving in this 

idealized process study. R ^  can be interpreted as a  ratio of the to ta l vertical up

wards displacement by the waves in a day to or as tim es the number

of heaving events in a day.

In order to produce a  plot relating heaving to A T ^ ^ , the m axim um  sea

sonal SST difference between a reference case and a particular heaving case, we

scale A T ^ ° ^  with A T ^^^^  —  the  average seasonal tem perature difference at the 

ML base for the reference case, thus obtaining a non-dimensional m axim um  SST

difference denoted by =  A T  / A T  . In addition, to relate background

diffusivity to A T ^ ^  from the  PW P model runs w ith presented earlier, we
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Fig. 5.14. Values of for pairs of data-points with the same heaving number
but different nondimensional frequency Tj^/T^. Pairs of points are denoted by 

the same symbol. Pairs: “o” , =  1.64; R ^  =  2.22; “A ” , R ^  =  2.82;
R ^  = 4 .47 ; = 7 .69 .
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scale to get a aon-dimensional diffusivity

(5-14)

Figure 5.15 presents the results for the calculated cls a function of 

and R ^  for all cases considered. The top panel relates to R ^ .  Typical heaving 

numbers then, from model runs, range from 1.5 to 11. For small up to about 

3, the dependence appears to be linear, with a slope of % 0.6. Then, from 

=  3 to about 8, one can crudely estim ate a proportionality factor k^ % 0.1. 

For heaving numbers larger than 8, appears to be almost insensitive to so

heaving does not result in a significant additional lowering of the SST. The bottom  

panel relates the non-dimensional diffusivity to R ^ .  For the calculated values 

of R ^  from 2 X 10  ̂ to 15 X 10 becomes less sensitive to the background

diffusivity as R ^  increases.

5 .4  P a r a m e te r iz in g  h e a v in g  for u se  in  m ix ed  layer  m o d e ls

Figure 5.15 related the heaving num ber R ^  and the non-dimensional diffu

sivity R ^  to the scaled m aximum seasonal SST difference Using these rela

tionships, we will try  to devise a way for ML models w ithout heaving to  account 

for it.

5 .4 .1  H e a v in g  as an  eq u iv a len t

shares a similar range of values both as a function of and as a 

function of R ^ . Thus it is possible to calculate a correspondence between R ^  and
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Fig. 5.15. Dependence of the scaled maxim um  seasonal SST difference on 
the heaving num ber (top panel), and on the scaled background diffusivity 
(bottom  panel), with corresponding interpolated values (dashed lines: in the  top 
panel the dashed line indicates a  crude piece-wise linear interpolation).
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Fi^ suck th a t for a given there is a corresponding producing the  same

This is presented in the top panel of Fig. 5.16. Although there does not 

appear to be a simple analytical relation between the two, the crude piece-wise 

linearly interpolated relationship allows one, after estimating a heaving num ber 

for a  particular location, to obtain an equivalent background diffusivity th a t 

best “param eterizes” the heaving, for use in a model. This is done in th e  bo t

tom  panel of Fig. 5.16 where an average dimensional scaling factor to m ultiply R ^  

and obtain a dimensional background diffusivity is 1.33 x 10 as estim ated

from model runs with Subsequently, for a  range in R ^  from 1.5 to 11, one

calculates equivalent in the range from 0.3 x 10  ̂ to 1.3 x  10

These values for certainly appear to  be of the same order of m agnitude as the 

background diffusivity values typically used in ML models. We need, however, to 

estim ate characteristic heaving numbers for the locations/datasets th a t these mod

els sim ulated so that we can estim ate w hat fraction of the background diffusivities 

in these models could be attributed  to heaving.

M artin (1985), Caspar et al. (1988), Caspar et al. (1990) all sim ulated OWS 

Papa data. Information about the internal wave field at Papa can be obtained 

from d a ta  from the MILE experiment in Aug-Sep 1977 near Papa. Dillon and 

Caldwell (1980) report high-frequency internal wave activity with frequencies from

2.5 cph to 4 cph. Davis et al. (1981a) quote a frequency peak at 3 cph from which 

we can take a  typical wave period of 1/3 h. From Levine et al. (1983) the 

am plitude of the internal waves varies from 0.7 to 2.5 metres, therefore we can 

take a typical of 1-2 m. A typical averaged seasonal thermocline depth for 

P apa appears to be 20-25 metres (M artin  1985). Then a typical, or characteristic,
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Fig. 5.16. Correspondence between the scaled background diffusivity and the 
heaving num ber (top panel), and equivalent background diffusivity (in

rri^s cLS a function of R ^  (bottom  panel), with corresponding in terpolated values 
(dashed lines, indicating a crude piece-wise linear interpolation).
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rajige a t OWS Papa for is 4-6. From the bottom  panel of Fig. 5.16, th is is

equivalent to  in the range 0.9 — 1.1 x 10

K antha and Clay son (1994) sim ulated da ta  from the LOTUS experim ent in 

1982 (Briscoe and Weller 1984). Estim ates from data yield a  range of from 1 

to 5 m, and a corresponding frequency range from 0.25 to 1 cph. A typical is

about 20 m etres. Taking of 1-3 h, a characteristic range a t LOTUS for l i ^  is

2-4. From the  bo ttom  panel of Fig. 5.16, this is equivalent to  in the range 

0.4 — 0.9 X 10

Judging from  these estim ates, it appears th a t heaving can explain a signif

icant part of the  need for background diffusivity as used in ML models.

5 .4 .2  H e a v in g  as a  c o rr e c tio n  to  th e  d y n a m ic  s ta b il i ty  c r iter io n

Up to now we used the m axim um  seasonal SST difference AT^  between a 

reference case and a heaving or background diffusivity case as the  chief indicator of 

how well or how poorly a model performs in simulating a particu lar dataset. This 

was in accordance with previous studies on models’ sensitivity to  which used

AT^ as an indicator. In the previous section we related results from heaving 

runs to those from diffusivity runs, and proposed a correspondence between the 

two, whereby for a  particular heaving characterized by R ^, an  equivalent can 

be found th a t would produce the same A T J ^ ^  when used in  a  model w ithout 

heaving.

Going beyond one might notice th a t the seasonal "H — T  loops from

heaving and from  model runs have some differences in th e  way SST evolves 

through th e  year despite sharing the same minimum and m axim um  SST. This
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could be seen, for example, by comparing curve (1) from Fig. 5.7 with curve (1) 

from Fig. 5.5. T he loop for the run with background diffusivity is “fa tte r” — with 

higher SST in the sum m er months before and lower SST in the fall/w inter

months before The loops ffom the MY model runs on Fig. 5.3 exhibit the

same tendency, so this is not an artefact of the particular model used. Ideally, we 

would like to  find a param eterization for heaving which will not only reproduce 

the correct but also would match as closely as possible the seasonal SST

variability from  the  heaving runs.

Recall th a t hea^ung causes an additional entrainm ent as it compresses the 

ML, making it less stable. Whereas the entrainm ent zone shear stress associated 

with |A u | (the  m agnitude of the velocity jum p at the  ML base) is one of several 

available m echanisms which tend to cause entrainm ent, the only opposing influence

on entrainm ent is th a t of the stable buoyancy jum p A6, w ith a velocity scale 
1 /2  1 /2(hAb) , or (g a A T h )  in our case. Heaving effectively decreases this scale,

resulting in ex tra  entrainm ent. Thus one o ther way to account for heaving in a
1 /2model is to  scale down the stability velocity scale (hAb) w ith a factor dependent

on R ^ . In our PW P model with its bulk Richardson num ber stability criterion
2 . 1 /2  Rb =  h A b /A n  >  R b^, scaling down {hAb) wiU be equivalent to varying R b^.

The top panel of Fig. 5.17 presents how the scaled m axim um  seasonal SST

difference Cĵ rr̂  varies with the critical Richardson num ber Rb . For Rb =  0.65,^ A T  c r  c r  ^

=  0 because this is the critical value for Rb used in the original PW P model, 

w ithout heaving. Increasing R b^  up to 4 covers the range for th a t the heaving
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Fig. 5.17. Dependence of the scaled maximum seasonal SST difference on the
critical Richaxdson num ber (top panel), and a correspondence between the 
stability adjustm ent factor and the heaving number (bo ttom  panel), with 
corresponding interpolated values (daahed lines; in the bottom  panel the dashed 
line indicates a crude piece-wise linear interpolation).
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and background diffusivity runs have. Let

Rb
=  ÔÉ '5.15)

be an equivalent stability  adjustm ent factor, dependent on R ^ .  with which to 

multiply R b ^ ^^  =  0.65 from the reference model run in order to  obtain as

in the heaving run. Using the data  from the top panel of Fig. 5.15 we calculate the 

correspondence between R ^  and as shown in the b o tto m  panel of Fig. 5.17 

along with a piece-wise linear interpolation. Quite large values can be required 

in order to achieve as in the heaving run, despite th e  relatively sm all

changes to mixed layer depth  h due to heaving, so model o u tp u t does not seem 

very sensitive to the value of the critical bulk Richardson num ber.

In summary, then, for the PW P model a simple param eterization of heaving 

would be

m ^  =  0.65(^,, (5.16)

where

(5.17)

as shown in Fig. 5.17. For example, let us pick a heaving run. w ith R ^  = 3.0. A 

corresponding run would have = 0.8 x 10 ^rn^s From Fig. 5.17, to 

R ^  =  3.0 there corresponds a factor =  3.6, so the scaled critical Richardson 

number would be Rb =  2.34. Fig. 5.18 presents the respective seasonal "H — T
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Fig. 5.18. A comparison between seasonal H  — curves for a heaving run  (black 
line) w ith =  3.0 and a diffusivity run  w ith an equivalent background diffusivity
of =  0.8 X 10  ̂ (top panel). The bottom  panel shows a comparison
between the same heaving run (black line) and an adjusted critical Richardson 
num ber run with the equivalent s tab ility  adjustm ent factor of = 3 .6 .
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loops. T h e  run is compared to the heaving run in the top panel, and the curves 

for the heaving and R b ^  runs are plotted in the bottom  pajieL Evidently the la tter 

is a b e tte r  approximation, overall, of the evolution of SST in the heaving run. It 

also seems more physically appealing given the mechanism by which heaving results 

in more entrainm ent.

5.5 S u m m a r y  and  c o n c lu s io n s

M ixed layer models are sensitive to the value of background diffusivity 

used below the mixed layer. Increasing leads to a deeper ML and lower 

sea-surface tem perature. A typical value used is I x 10 Models are

most sensitive to during sum m er months —  with a  shallow ML, and a sharp 

tem perature jum p at the ML base. This sensitivity suggests th a t it is im portant 

to establish whether represents mixing processes in the thermocline or is a 

proxy for processes om itted from models.

One such process is isopycnal heaving in the therm ochne due to non-breaking 

internal waves. Seasonal model runs incorporating ideahzed heaving show that 

heaving can  produce m axim um  SST differences a t the end of summ er sim

ilar to those from a model w ithout heaving but with a background diffusivity.

A detailed look at a three-day period in the sum m er m onths reveals that 

heaving causes additional entrainm ent of colder water into the  ML, thus system

atically lowering SST in comparison to a reference, no heaving case. A heaving 

number to characterize heaving is proposed.
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A correspondence between heaving and model runs is calculated, and 

it is suggested th a t a parameterization of heaving for use in ML models could in

volve a heaving num ber dependent background diffusivity. Equivalent background 

diffusivity values are calculated for the sites/datasets th a t previous ML model 

studies with sim ulated, showing that the internal wave heaving can explain a 

significant part of the need for in ML models.

Equivalent runs, despite matching the m inim um  and m aximum seasonal 

SST for the heaving run, have a somewhat different SST variability in between.

Thus a different scheme for parameterizing heaving is presented, involving scaling
1 / 2down the stability velocity scale (hAb) . The resulting seasonal "H — T  curves 

appear to better sim ulate, in comparison to the respective equivalent background 

diffusivity runs, the seasonal evolution of SST from the heaving runs.

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest tha t heaving can have a 

considerable effect on mixed layer dynamics, and can explain a significant part of 

the need for background diffusivity in mixed layer models.
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C h a p ter  6

O utlook

Upper ocean dynamics controls the evolution of sea-surface tem perature 

which in tu rn  influences the surface heat fluxes driving the atm osphere and the 

ocean. Chemical and biological processes are also sensitive to the variability of 

the mixed layer and the efficiency of the turbulent transport in the vertical. We 

therefore need good models of the upper ocean. These require, fundam ent ally, 

an understanding of the diflerent physical processes involved and of the way they 

influence the variability of im portan t param eters such as sea-surface tem perature. 

In this study I have considered three processes tha t might influence m ixed layer 

dynamics — the effects of the nonlinearity of the equation of state, the role of 

Langmuir circulation in the deepening of the mixed layer, and the m ean effect of 

isopycnal heaving on ML entrainm ent.

Including the nonlinearity of the equation of state in ML models leads to 

a net buoyancy flux and a com pensating buoyancy loss via cabbeling; these can 

be represented simply in term s of the area under the seasonal cycle of sea-surface 

tem perature versus oceanic heat content. The sea-surface tem perature, however, 

does not appear to be significantly affected. The inclusion of a nonlinear equation 

of sta te  is thus relatively unim portant from the point of view of global variability 

except when a model uses buoyancy as a state  variable instead of tem peratu re  and 

salinity separately. This would result in a spurious buoyancy input.
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Laxigmuir circulation has been long believed to play a crucial role in es

tablishing and m aintaining the surface mixed layer. The present study finds some 

evidence tha t LC can, under strong wind forcing, overcome the  stable stratification 

a t the base of the m ixed layer and deepen the ML even when the velocity shear at 

its base is too sm all to cause entrainm ent. This will clearly be very im portant in 

the  spring m onths when a  new shallow seasonal mixed layer is being established, 

as strong wind forcing can, via LC, delay the formation of the seasonal therm o

cline, and in general affect ventilation rates and water mass form ation by affecting 

the evolution of the m ixed layer. It is also implied that, in the sum m er m onths, 

strong synoptic forcing could lead to deepening of a shallow mixed layer across a 

relatively strong therm ocline, significantly affecting sea-surface tem perature vari

ability. Understanding Langmuir circulation and including or param eterizing its 

effect in models is therefore im portant and should lead, in general, to more en

trainm ent and lower sea-surface tem peratures.

Isopycnal heaving due to non-breaking internal waves periodically stretches 

and compresses the mixed layer. An idealized modelling study  of this process, sim

ulating heaving by isopycnal motion with a  representative in ternal wave am plitude 

and a representative internal wave period superimposed on the other variability, 

shows that heading can have a mean effect on mixed layer en trainm ent by causing 

ML deepening a t tim es when the mixed layer is compressed. The seasonal lower

ing of the sea-surface tem perature, as a consequence of these deepening events, is 

significant in the spring and summer months, especially a t relatively large values 

of the heaving num ber i.e. at locations where (i) there is a large seasonal 

range of surface tem peratures reflecting the establishm ent of a shallow seasonal
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m ixed layer, (ii) the internal wave am plitude is large, or (iii) the internal wave 

period is short. Therefore the process of isopycnal heaving appears to be impor

tan t for sea-surface tem perature variability, and this would require including it or 

param eterizing it in models. Param eterizing heaving in a model by an equivalent 

background diffusivity below the mixed layer shows th a t values for typ

ically used in ML models to account for or parameterize the effects of missing or 

unresolved processes may, to a large extent, be a proxy for heaving. Of course, in 

situations when there is, for example, a  strong shear below the mixed layer, and 

other processes such as internal wave breaJdng are active, the required compound 

background diffusivity representing all these processes may include heaving as only 

a small part of the to tal value.

W h a t  sh o u ld  w e do n e x t  in  m ix e d  layer  m o d ellin g ?

The dynamics of the mixed layer is sensitive to the surface fluxes that drive 

it and to the way solar radiation is absorbed in the ocean. Thus one im portant 

issue concerns obtaining better, more accurate, measurements of turbulent and ra

diative fluxes across the ocean-atmosphere interface. Advances in ocean optics are 

also required to better understand and parameterize oceanic absorption of solar 

radiation. B etter estimates of surface fluxes and light absorption will help differ

en tiate  between model errors due to erroneous forcing and errors due to missing 

or inadequate physics in models.

T he upper ocean is, inherently, a  nonlinear system. In general, it would 

respond differently, in a mean sense, if forced by heat and m om entum  fluxes with 

some degree of temporal averaging, versus forcing by surface fluxes w ith the same
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m ean, but in which the full natural tem poral variabihty has been preserved. A 

striking example of this involves the characteristic diurnal variability of solar radi

ation. Model output suggests that the seasonal sea-surface tem perature obtained 

from a model forced with daily-averaged surface fluxes is much different from that 

from a model resolving the dium al variability — in the former the seasonal mixed 

layer remains deep, the surface tem perature is much lower as diurnal restratifica

tion due to strong solar heating at m idday does not occur, and heat cannot be 

trapped  in a shallow daytim e layer to cause the sea-surface tem perature to in

crease more rapidly. This sensitivity to resolving the dium al variation of buoyancy 

forcing implies th a t models should either include this variability by employing a 

small-enough time-step, or parameterize its effect in a suitable way if, as may be 

in oceanic or coupled general circulation models, time-steps of the order of an hour 

are not feasible. Analogously for wind forcing, there is some indication th a t resolv

ing the synoptic variability is im portant in getting a good agreement in a mean 

sense between model output and observations. Episodic wind storms, not resolved 

when forcing a model with daily or m onthly wind averages, may cause a rapid 

ML entrainm ent ajid change the sea-surface tem perature significantly, affecting its 

seasonal evolution. Highly-variable wind forcing may also affect profoundly the 

tim ing of the seasonal restratification. Further work on the issue of including or 

accounting for the tem poral variability of the forcing in models seems to be needed.

A revealing test of a  numerical m odel’s success is a comparison of its output 

w ith actual oceanic observations. However, a  model could give a good agreement 

w ith d a ta  for the wrong reasons. As instrum entation and data-acquisition tech

niques improve, we therefore need to obtain more high-quality data, with better
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vertical resolution in the upper ocean in order to  test the internal param eteriza

tion schemes used. Combined tem perature (and salinity where im portant) and 

horizontal current profiles provide an opportunity  to go beyond simulating the 

sea-surface tem perature or tem perature profiles by perm itting the testing of the 

m odel's param eterizations, as well as allowing indirect validation through analysis 

of the output.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we need to  continue the work to

wards identifying and including pertinent physical processes in mixed layer models. 

U ltim ately, a good model is one that has all the  right physics in it.
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